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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY (DOE) RESPONSES TO STATE OF NEVADA
COI1MENTS ON STUDY PLANS 8.3.1.2.2.5 (DIFFUSION TESTS 11 THE
EXPLORATORY STUDIES FACILITY); 8.3.1.3.2.2 (HISTORY OF
MINERALOGIC AND GEOCHEMICAL ALTERATION OF YUCCA MOUNTAIN);
8.3.1.5.1.2 (PALEOCLIMATE STUDY: LAKE, PLAYAS, AND MARSH
DEPOSITS); 8.3.1.5.1.3 (CLIMATIC INTERPRETATIONS OF TERRESTRIAL
PALEOECOLOGY); 8.3.1.17.4.5 (DETACHMENT FAULTS AT OR PROXIMAL TO
YUCCA MOUNTAIN) (SCP: 8.3.1.2.2.5, 8.3.1.3..2.2, 8.3.1_$5_1.2,
8.3.1.5.1.3, 8.3.1.17.4.5)

Reference: Ltr, Nelson to Loux, dtd 4/5/94

Enclosed are comments on the subject study plans made by the
State of Nevada and DOE responses to them (enclosures 1-5).
Comments on four study plans were made in separate letters, all
dated January 19, 1994. Our April 5, 1994, lettcr to you
(referencc) stated that responses to Study Plan 8.3.1.2.2.5 were
delayed. These rcsponses are included in Enclosure 1.

For comments on DOE-approved study plans, the Yucca Mountain Site
Characterization Office asks the responsible participant
organization and principal investigator tc perform a review to
assess impacts on the planned study. The assessment includes a
determination as to whether a revision is warranted. If a
revision is warranted, DOE's intention is stated in the
responses. If a revision is not warranted, additional
information is provided to answer questions posed and to state
how the concern is being addressed, state why it is
inappropriate, or where the concern is being addressed if another
study plan is at issue. f
A revision to Study Plan 8.3.1.17.4.5 has been initiated to
incorporate 12 changes (Comments 20, 21, 34, 39, 42, 43, 44, 47,
58, 62, 64, and 65) DOE has agreed to make as a result of the
state's comments.
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If you have any questions, please contact Thomas W. Bjerstedt at

1702) 794-7590.

Robert 14. Nelson, Jr.;

AMSL:TWE-3479 Acting Project Manager

Enclosures:
1. DOE Responses to Comments on

Study Plan 8.3.1.2.2.5
2. DOE P.espo:nses to Comments cn

Study Plan 8.3.1.3.2.2
3. DOE Resconses to Comments on

Study Plan 8.3.1.5.1.2
4. DOE Responses to Comments on

Study Plan 8.3.1.5.1.3
5. DOE Responses to Comments on

Study Plan 8.3.1.17.4.5

cc w/encls:
L. J. Desell, HQ (RW-331) FORS
A. B. Benson, HQ (RW-5.2) FORS
R. L. Johnson, NRC, Rockville, MD
L. R. Hayes, USGS, Las Vegas, NV
R. W. Craig, USGS, Las Vegas, NV
B. T. Brady, USGS, Denver, CO
W. P.. Keefer, USGS, Denver, CO
3. W. Whit':icy, USGS, Dcnvcr, CO
it. M4. .- orester, USGS, Denver, CO
J. A. Canepa, Ld4L, Los Alamos, 1J1
M. E. Romero, LANL, Los Alamos, NM
N. Z. Elkins, LANL, Las Vegas, NV
L. E. Shephard, SNL, Albuquerque, NM, M/S 1333

G. M. Gerstner-Miller, SNL, Albuquerque, NM, M/S 1330

B. E. Reilly, SAIC, Las Vecas. NV
T. H. Rogers, M&O/WCC, Washington, DC
R. D. Rogers, M&O/WCC, Las Vegas, NV
J. R. Leonard, M&O/Duke, Las Vegas, NV
Amelia Landeros, PSDO/REECo, Las Vegas, NV
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AGENCY FOR NUCLEAR PROJECTS
NUCLEAR WASTE PROJECT OFFICE

Capitol Complex
Carson City. Nevada 89710
Telephone: (702) 687.3744

Fax: (702) 687.5277

V.

October 26, 1993

Dr. Daniel Dretfus, Director
Office of Civilian Radioactive

Waste Management, RW-1
U. S. Department of Energy
1000 Independence Ave. S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20585

Dear Dr. Dreyfus:

The State of Nevada has reviewed the DOE Study Plan,
"Diffusion Tests in the Exploratory Studies Facilityw (Study Plan
6.3.1.2.2.5, Rev. 0) and is providing its comments in this letter
and attachment. The State's comments address the adequacy,
c:zpleteness, and technical accuracy of the Study Plan to meet the
Department's objective in site characterization.

The following general comments are provided relative to the
Study Plan:

1. The experizent as dccribed consists of placing a specified
quantity of tracer solution into a drilled out void in a rock,
overcoring around this void after a period of timo, measuring
by some method the tracer concentration in portions of the
rock surrounding the void, and then utilizing a computer
program (TRACRN) to determine the effective diffusion
coefficients for a supposedly non-sorbing tracer. The problem
with this procedure is that the diffusion coefficients are not
directly measured, but must be calculated because physical
movement and transport are also involved. The tracer solution
will drain into the surrounding rock because it is not fully
saturated with pore solution; the drainage of the tracer
solution is physical transport and will result in a saturated
front pulsing through the rock faster than pure diffusion can
move the tracer into the rock. It would seem to be extremely
difficult to separate the effects of diffusion from the
physical transport which could account for the majority of the
observed variation in the tracer distribution in the rock
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volume. Furthermore, this separation of diffusive effects from
physical transport involves the use of an unvalidated(?)
computer code which involves certain assumptions, one of which
involves the relative permeability and capillary pressure
versus saturation curves of Xlavetter and Peters (1986).

2. The scale of the experiments appears to be more on a
laboratory scale, i.e., on the order of centimeters and
injection quantities of 10 ml. Does DOE plan to expand this
study to include testing in an intact block? If not, how does
DOE intend to extrapolate the results of laboratory-scale
experiments to the repository scale?

3. There is a possibility that the excavation of the drifts will
cause a drying effect on the rock, thus influencing the
results of the tests. Sandia National Laboratory has made a
determination that this drying effect would not be

siynifi-ant. Hc'wever, the MOE should ensure that as data .
gathered for this study, the effects of drying the rock does
not actually impact the results. If the results are impacted,
the study should be revised.

Should you have any questions, this Office is available to
meet with the Department at any time.

Sincerely,

Robert R. ux

Executive Director

RRL: Cs

cc-:' Russ Dyer, DOE-Y1.pO
Joe Youngblood, NRc
Dade Moeller, NRC-ACNW
John Cantlon, NWTIRB
Dwayne Weigel, GAO
Steve Kraft, EEI
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ATTACM021T

State of Nevada specific comments on Study Plan 8.3.1.2.2.5,
"Diffusion Tests in the Exploratory Studies Facility"

1. Since these tracers move with the water and concentration
gradients, why was there no discussion about the outward or
de-diffusiva or desorbing process? Is it to be considered as
the same rate as the inward process? This would be
questionable because the wetting and drying curves for water
movement are hysteretic. Why wouldn't the inward and outward
movement of tracers also be non-linear?

2. The Study Plan should focus on movement in fractures and fast
paths. This study is not looking at either, but is trying to
establish containment properties of the matrix which will
probably not control releases. Does the DOE plan to expand
this Study Plan to Include fracture haid fast path movement?

3. The "common ion effect" reduces the solubility of solids with
a common ion. For example, if LiBr and LiI were to be used as
tracers, the solubility of both compounds would be reduced
compared to the solubilities of the individual compounds if
these alone were dissolving. Has DOE taken this into account
in its selection of tracers to be used for these studies? If
not, why not?

4. Water is mentioned as a possible drilling fluid for overcoring
and it "raises questions about the effects of water" on the
tracers during overcoring to recover the rock volume for
analysis. If there are potential problems with the use of
water to cool the overcoring bit, why even experiment with its
use but choose a different coolant for testing purposes?

The Study Plan states that cooling water for the overcoring
bit will not affect the "test% rasultz ;gnA..`f.cant'y, as long
as the effective diffusion coefficient is on the order of
10l7cm2 /s or less". However, on page 12, section 2.2.3.1, the
author states that the effective diffusion coefficient of most
rocks should be between 106 and 10 7 cm2/s. Given this
conflicting information, DOE should not use water as a coolant
for the overcoring bit until this issue is resolved.

5. The Study Plan states that one of the tracers will be bromide
but the others have not yet been determined. Have the other
tracers now been selected? If so, what will be the other ones
used? If not, when will this selection be made?

6. Sodium perrhenate is suggested as a possible analog for
technetium in simulating diffusion of non-sorbing tracers.
This is a reasonable analog fur technetium. However, there are
apparently solubility problems with the choice of sodium
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perrhenate. The stated starting tracer composition 
is 1 gram/

cubic centimeter of solution for each tracer and 
there will be

three tracers. For rhenium (elemental), this amounts to a

composition of 5.37 molar in solution; 
for the perrhenate ion

in solution, this is 4.0 molar; and for sodium perrhenate,

this in 3.66 molar. Depending on the definition 
of 1 gram/mL

of tracer in the initial injection solution 
(elemental, ionic,

or solid compound), one may not attain the desired starting

composition, and especially if the Re compound must be

included with other tracers (again the common ion effect).

7. Only three in situ tests are planned, two in the Calico 
Hills

and one in the Topopah Springs. It is questionable if three

locations are sufficient to characterize 
the entire repcsitory

block portion of the vadose zone. Does 
the DOE plan any other

tests to augment the planned tests?

8. Section 2.2.3 describes the effects of hydrologic parameter

variability. It describes using modeling studies to identify

the sensitivity of effective diffusion to changes in other

hydrologic parameters. Have there been either laboratory or

analog tests to examine the effects of these 
same variables on

the values of effective diffusion measured?

9. Does DOE still plan to drill both boreholes 
at the same time

even though the second experiment is to 
begin much later?
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Responses to General Comments:

1. The principal investigator (PI) agrees that separating the
effects of "diffusion from the physical transport" is
difficult. As was discussed in the study plan and the cited
references, available transport codes can be used for this
task. The reviewer seems to be concerned about whether the
code TRACRN is validated and about the assumptions involved.
The code TRACRN being validated as part of Study 8.3.1.3.7.1.

2. Diffusion experiments in intact blocks of tuff are planned
under Study Plan 8.3.1.3.6.2 (Diffusion).

3. The study will be revised if the results are impacted by the
effects of drying the rock during drift excavation.

RBeponses to Specific Comments:

1. The PI is not sure what is meant by "de-diffusion."
Diffusion occurs as a result of a concentration gradient The
tracer moves through the water in pores in the subsurface
from a region of higher concentration to a region of lower
concentration until the concentration in the water in the
tuff pores becomes the same. Bromide (which is the
conservative tracer under study) does not sorb onto the tuff.

2. Field experiments to study radionuclide migration through
fractures will be conducted in Activity 8.3.1.2.3.1.7
(Testing of the C-hole sites with reactive tracers).

3. The common ion effect will be taken into account in the
preparation of solutions to be used for the diffusion
e:eperiments.

4. I} future calculations And 1.bcratory-scale expe:izmenzLts usinq
tut trom the same hydrologic units as tlhe ones to be studied
in the ESF (for diLfusion experiments) show that the
diffusion tests will be compromised by the use of water as a
coolant, no coolant will used; dry-drilling will be the
option of choice.

5. Selection of other tracers (in addition to bromide) will be
made after laboratory-scale experiments using tuffs from the
same hydrologic units as the ones to be studied in the ESF
(for diffusion experiments) are completed. This selection
will include consideration of the results obtained in the
Study Plan 8.3.1.3.6.2 (Diffusion), which is well underway.

6. The stated tracer concentration of 1 gram/cm' was chosen for
calculations presented in the study plan and references
cited. The concentrations for the solutions to be used for
the diffusion experiments will depend on the tracers selected
and the solids dominating tracer solubility.



7. The test locations were chosen to study diffusion in the tuff
from the Topopah Spring Member, the vitric and the zeolitic
Calico Hills. Even though the Pi agrees that it is not clear
whether these locations are sufficient to characterize the
entire repository, the tests were designed to test three of
the major hydrologic units. The results obtained for the in
situ diffusion tests will be compared with the results
obtained in Study Plan 8.3.1.3.6.2 (Diffusion) for laboratory
tests (which will be conducted utilizing a greater number of
tuff samples). Depending on the results of this comparison,
a decision could be made to augment the planned tests.

8. Tests are being conducted under Study Plan 8.3.1.3.6.2
(Diffusion) to examine the effects of these variables.

9. Drilling will be performed according to scheduling and
funding that will take into account all tests to be conducted
in the ESE.



U.S. Department of Energy Response

to State of Nevada Comments

on Study Plan 8.3.1.3.2.2

(History of MinQralogic and Geochemical

Alteration of Yucca Mountain)
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AGENCY FOR NUCLEAR PROJECTS
NUCLEAR WASTE PROJECT OFFICE

* Capitol Complex

Caros Cty. Nevada 89710
Telephone: (702) 687-3744

Fax: (702) 687.5277

January 19, 1994

Dan Dreyfus, Director
Office of Civilian Radioactive

Waste Management
U. S. Department of Energy
Washington, D.C. 20545

Dear Dr. Dreyfus:

The State of Nevada has reviewed the DOE Study Plan, "History
of Mineralogic and Geochenical Alteration of Yucca Mountain" (Study
Plan 8.3.1.3.2.2) and its cited references, and is providing its
cormments in this letter and attachment. The State's comiants
address the adequacy, completeness, and technical accuracy of the
Study Plan to meet the purposes of site characterization.

The State's primary concerns regarding the subject Study Plan
are suzmarized as follows:

1. The authigenic mineral and glass dehydration
transformation activity does not appear to focru on
present day undisturbed repository conditions or on the
conditions most likely to be present during post cloisure.

2. There are several other mechanisms to acquire authigenic
mineral and glass dehydration information relative to
mineral and glass stability that are not addressed in this

a "L.... Study Plan. Some of these mechanisms would likely produce
results that are more representative of repository
conditions.

3. It appears that significant mineralogic properties and
behavior data will not be acquired by performing only the

Wd "G experiments identified in this study.



Dan Dreyfus, Director
Page Two
January 19, 1994

4. Because we strongly disagree with the proposed approach
for the authigenic mineral and glass dehydration activity,
the State is less than optimistic that full issue
resolution can be achieved.

Should you have any questions, this office is available to neat
with the Department and discuss the State's coumentg at any time.

_ rely,

Robert Loux
Executive Director

ATTACHENHT
cc: VR. Nelson - DOE - YXPO

J. Youngblood - NRC
M. Steindler - NRC - ACNW
J. Cantlon - NWTRB
D. Weigel - GAO
S. Kraft - EEI
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State of Nevada cozents on DOE Study Plan 8.3.1.3.2.2 "Eliutory of
Xineralogic and Qeochsical :Alteration of Tuoca Xountazini

-0 -.1 V

I
/I An

M;neral Comments

Conceptually, the history of mineral and geochemical

alteration activity appears to be designed in an appropriate way,

nay achieve its objectives, and may therefore resolve some of the

Issues and subissues within the scope of this study. In practice,

there are problems with the Study Plan approach, the methodologies

(employed, and the expectations relative to issue resolution.

The authigenic mineral and glass dehydration and

transformation activity does not appear to focus on present day

undisturbed repository conditions or on the conditions viost likely

to be present during post closure. Therefore the methodologieo

used are probably inappropriate to produce the desired results.

One might argue that the tests employed are the best available test

given the present state of knowledge. Other mechanists to acquire

information relative to mineral and glass stability exist, sore of

which appear to be more representative of repository conditions.

Significant mineralogic properties and behavior will not likely be

acquired during the planned experiments in this study because we

strongly disagree with the approach for this activity. -It is

unlikely that full issue resolution can be achieved.

On pages 8-11 - There are two activities discussed, a)

History of mineral and geochemical alteration; and b) Authigenic

and glass dehydration and transformation. The purr-ose and
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objectives of the activity of History of mineral and geochexical

alteration appear to be wall focused on significant issues.

However, it is unclear as to how these data will be utilized to

define the boundary of the disturbed zone (Section 1.4.1, page 11).

The conceptual framework on determining the boundary of the

@ , > disturbed zone as a site specific rather than as a generic boundary

is to be commended. The task, however, is quite broad and

comprehensive interaction with other studies such as hydrology,

hydrogeochemistry of the vadose zone and rock structure (fracture

and fault systems) vil1 be necessary. Furthnr, Jn order to define

a disturbed zone boundary, the DOE must identify a suitable

regulatory definition of what constitutes the disturbed zone for

the site. Finally, a disturbed zone boundary is dynamic in the

sense that physical and chemical conditions change with ti ..

Specific Comments

On page 11, Section 1.5.1, Resolution of Performance, and

Design Issues and Ties to Regulations discusses Issue 1.1, The

limitation of radionuclide releases to the accessible envmronsant.

g / The proposed study of History of Mineral and GCoocexical

Alteration...is focused to provide resolution-of Bissue i-.l. and

appears to be doable. On page 12, Section 1.5.1, Issue 1.2 and

Issue 1.3 are interrelated with resolution of issue 1.1 and appear

to be doable.

Regarding Issue 1.5, discussed on page 12, it is doubtful that

either activity in this study will provide significant data
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regarding the performance of the engineered barriers. Nowhere in

the objectives (Section 1.3, pages 10-11) is there a focus of

activities to ascertain sitb specific data concerning present day

hydrogeochemistry or hydrology. There is a relationship between

authigenic mineral stability within a thermal gradient and the

composition of the fluid phase. These data have little utility

without understanding the fundamental geochemical properties of the

vadose zone. Further, there are' fundamental and critical

properties and issues regarding mineral stability that appear

j7 1 untreated, poorly treated, or not treatable. These include:

irreversible thermodynamics under a thermal gradient without

equilibrium, a lack of understanding of how aging-time reactions

affect mineral stability (hydration, dehydration, sorption, etc.),

a poor understanding of the genesis of vadose water from its

hydrogeochemical standpoint, and a need to acquire all of these

information on the basis of system theology - mineral population

dynamics within fluctuating levels of moisture and changes in the

thermal field.

The imposed system is highly complex with dypaxmc variabl.s

and shifting three dimensional geometries. Although this study pay

provide some basic information concerning mineral.geochexistry it

$ ffi does so without utilizing site specific conditions (note the lack

of vadose hydrogeochemistry) and it is therefore difficult to see

how these data .wil assist in ascertaining.the level of performance

for the waste package and other engineering barriers.

5



Regarding Issue 1.6, discussed on page 12, it is not clear how

the calcite-silica study and this study will provide information on

groundwater travel time. If one presumes that the most rapid

prewaste emplacement ground water travel time is related to colloid

transport with rapid breakthrough curves during fracture flow,

Braess's Paradox Theory can define pathway geometries for rapid and

slow travel. The relationship(s) between these studies and colloid

transport seems somewhat minor.

Regarding Issue 1.8 and Issue 1.9a discussed on pages 12 and

13, it appears that the history of mineral ar.d geochemical

alteration can provide information to assist the resolution of

these issues.

Regarding Issue 1.10, discussed on page 13, the relationship

/ " / between issue 1.10 and this study is less than compelling.

Regarding Issue 1.11, discussed on page 13, we do not

understand the relationship between this issue and this study.

Regarding Issue 1.12, discussed on page 13, we agree that it is

true that mineral reactions will contribute to changes in vadose

water chemistry. However, unless the compositional range of _n'c

vadose water chemistry is known for the site, detailed knowledge of

]% T/ 3 the mineralogy and mineral chemistry will not be site specific.

There are probably a wide range in vadose water chemical

compositions with major differences between matrix water and

fracture flow water. Further, there are probably major differences

between welded and nonwelded matrix vadose water compositions. The

conceptual use of saturated zone 3-13 water as vadose water in

6
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mineral stability experiments provides only one potential water

composition in what is probably a very wide field of compositions.

it iz difficult to see how these information feed back to tunnel

and borehole seal characteristics. The physical behavior of the

authigenic minerals and glass may affect the borehole seals

assuming there were sufficient authigenics in the area. Actually,

vie am more concerned about the chemical stabilit' of the man-mad"

debris on the geochemistry of the natural system than we are of the

reverse. .Is there a study plan being considered to address this

problem?

On page 19, Section 2.3.10,. Dehydration/Rehydration

Experiments are discussed. In order for these experiments to begin

to approximate the real world of Yucca Mountain, sob* of the

experiments should be run as whole-blocks so that matrix water and

non-authigenic minerals can be made part of the experizent. This

will assist in the transference of laboratory data to field scale.

It would also be of interest to run thermal gradient

experiments in the attempt to acquire some sense of the potential

repository conditions. When on* does open thermal .graditnt.,

experiments it is not unusual to acquire authigenics that might be

considered neominerals such as chabazite. To what extent vill

these other species be investigated?

Page 20, Section 2.3.11, discusses Long Taem Heating

Experiments. The chemical composition of the aqueous phases used

in these experiments need to represent the range of chemistry of

matrix and fracture flow vadose zone waters. J-13 water is a good

_b, /.
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composition for one species of saturated zone water. Other

saturated zone compositions need to also be considered. The

concept of "long-term" experimentation with respect to equilibrium

kinetics is not in reality similar to long term repository timing.

One must presume that for these experiments equilibrium dons not

exist and thermodynamics are irreversible within a thermal

gradient. One must also presume that the aqueous geochemistry is

equally important to the whole rock in describing system behavior.

Both long and short term laboratory experiments can be run with a

high degree of success. The information acquired may be of groat

interest. However, there is no indication within this study plan

that these information will be site specific, or repository

condition specific. We suggest that running bounding condition

experiments and acquiring site specific data to determine the range

of variables would be a prudent course of action.

Page 23, Section 2.4.3.2., discusses the need for Simulation

of Repository Conditions - This section indicates that the tests

described in Sections 2.3.10 arM 2.j.l1 "will involve simulation of

zicar-repository temperature and variety of fluid phase conditions

that might represent field conditions below the repository". In.

Section 3.0, Description of tests, the temperature rang. to be used

is 50 to 250CC and the water composition specified as J-13 (see

Section 3.11.5, page 48). We do not understand how.J-13 water

represents the entire range of aqueous chemistry within the

saturated and vadose zones at Yucca Mountain. Consequently, we

fail to see how these experiments simulate repository conditions.
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The argument that the Yang, 1988 data are not really representative

of the vadose water is potentially valid. It is also realistic to

assume that fracture flow vadose water has a shorter residence tin -

in the vadose system and its TDS is probably significantly less

than matrix vadose water. It is potentially valid to say that the

Yang, et al., 1988 data may ror-resent the "aged to perfection"

vintage matrix water with relatively high TDS. It may also be

realistic to presume that the vintage water composition(s) will at

one point -in time be the dominant aqueous phases in the near and

far fields and may enter into mineral and volcanic glass reactions.

The statements in section 2.4.3.2 are incomplete. In reality the

most dramatic and critical constraint towards simulation of

jI? 1 repository conditions is the inability to provide a realistic rang.

of vadose water composition values (fracture flow as well as xatrix

water).

The experiments described in Sections 2.3.10 and 2.3.11 in

this study are providing information regarding: rock stability,

Sorption and other modes of retardation, disturbed zone boundary,

v 0 and reacted vadose water compositions. Those tour major iusuer ar"

being investigated in a program that is not utilizing-site specific

information.

on pages 26-43 the listed tests 3.1 through 3.9 are focused

towards producing information responsive to the purpose and

#4 j / objectives of the study. Certain tests are leading edge science

and may require development prior to adequate QA-level acceptance

9



of those data; nevertheless, they appear to be very worthwhile

activities. The comprehensive nature of the tests are impressive.

On pages 43-46, Section 3.10 discusses the

Dehydration/Rehydration Experiments on Smectites, Zoolites,

Manganese and Iron Minerals, and Volcanic Classes. The terts

appear to be well designed to produce specific and valuable

information regarding individual minerals and glass samples.

However, the tests are not designed to look at long term reactions,

thermal gradients, or interactions within mineral associations.

Section 3.10.5 stipulates on a minimum basis the represezitativeness

of these tests. The concept to develop a physical model of

authigenic mineral and glass hydration/dehydration as a function of

temperature and water vapor pressure will be a significant benofit.

The developed model should be tested within a multizineral system

a~l under various sets of repository conditions. This or any model

will only be valid for a hypothetically very short time period (the

concept that kinetic effects will not be important over the time

scale of a repository as indicated in Section 3.10.6, page 46, is

probably a major flaw in the conceptual foundation of th.s study

plan). If hydration/dehydration of the zeolites is an equilibrium

phenomenon and the repository conditions are dynamic vith respect

to a thermal gradient and fluid dynamics, we do not believe that an

equilibrium model can be developed that could possibly represent

near-field reactions. We do not see even metastable equilibrium

reaction model possibilities. It will be necessary for the study

to adequately treat on a site specific basis the problems of

10
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mineral aging, geochemical interactions within mineral associations

and with respect to exposure and confinement, and variations in

aqueous geochemistry.

Pages 46-49, Section 3.11, discusses Long-Term Heating

Experiments in Unsaturated to Saturated Conditions. These

experiments are of academic value and interest. They should not be

considered long-term in repository terms as true mineralogic aging

will not occur within the time period of the tests. In section

3.21.5, the conceptual arguments for aqueous composition are

unsupported. We do not believe that the tests will be

representative of expected conditions at Yucca Mountain. In order

to be representative, these tests should be utilizing a wide range

in aqueous composition, a dynamic temperature gradient, and

sufficient time duration to assess at least some minor long term

mineralogic aging.

Pages 50-53, Section 4.0 discusses Data Synthesis and

Application of Results. We are not confident that the experimental

aspects of this Study Plan will produce data which will be bounded

by reasonably expected repository conditions. Therefore, there is

uncertainty concerning the interpretation of conditions, both

physical and chemical, with respect to vadose hydrogeology and

alteration mineralogy. We are confident, however, that the

observational aspects of alteration events will produce data

valuable to the understanding..of the genesis of authigenics and

their potential future behavior.



Pages 55-57, Section 5.0 discusses Schedule and Milestones.

It is doubtful that bounding repository conditions can be tested

-*A g with respect to mineral alterations within the presently proposed 
.

schedule for site characterization.
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Responses to General Comments:

1. The specific purpose of this study is to gain a basic
understanding of the changes that occur to mineral structures
at elevated temperatures and altered water content or water
vapor partial pressure. By identifying the conditions
associated with maximum mineral responses, even if such
conditions are more extreme than in existing or expected
repository environments, we can place bounds on the impacts
of mineralogic changes.

2. This comment states that "there are several other mechanisms
to acquire authigenic mineral and glass dehydration
information relative to mineral and glass stability that are
not addressed in this study plan. Some of these mechanisms
would likely produce results that are more representative of
repository conditions." Some of the "mechanisms" suggested
in the comrients arce contained in ctter studics and are not
part of this study. The responses to Comments 5, 7, and 20
contain more specific information. The study plan does
include the mechanisms that the reviewer claims are missing,
and we have provided the relevant information in our response
to Comment 7.

3. This is one of several study plans addressing mineral
stability, rather than being the only study addressing that
issue. Section 1.2.2 (page 9) lists interactions with
Studies of Natural Hydrothermal System Analogs
(Study 8.3.1.3.3.1), Kinetics and Thermodynamics of Mineral
Evolution (Study 8.3.1.3.3.2), Conceptual Model of Mineral
Evolution (Study 8.3.1.3.3.3), Ground Water Chemistry Model
(Study 8.3.1.3.1.1), Studies of Sorption on Particulates and
Colloids (Activity 8.3.1.3.4.1.4), and Filtration (Activity
e .3.1 .3. 6.1 .5).

4. hne `act o.' disauzeement is rsot addressable as a tec-nircal
ccnc.arrn. Wie have addressed all technical issues in the
coir~ments.

ResDonses to Specific Comments:

5. The study plan does not contain a comprehensive or detailed
strategy to define the disturbed zone, which is a regulatory
definition that is closly linked to another regulatory
definition, ground water travel time (GWTT). Until DOE
proposes its approach to meet the GWTT performance objective,
the study plan will not propose a deliberate technical
approach to define the disturbed zone without resolution on a
defined approach for the regulatory issue of GWTT.

Besides the introductory mention in Section 1.4.1,
Sections 2.2, 2.3.10, 2.3.11, 3.10, 3.11, and 4.1 contain
additional information about the use of alteration history
research to help define the disturbed zone. Some examples of



Los Alamos' work on thermal effects to support this study
include "Evaluation of Past and Future Alterations in Tuff at
Yucca Mountain, Nevada, Based on the Clay Mineralogy of Drill
Cores USW G-1, G-2, and G-3," Report LA-10677-MS, 1989, by
David Bish (included in the study plan reference list as "in
preparation") and "Preliminary Evaluation of Geochemical
Effects of Various Repository Thermal Loads," LANL-YMP
milestone letter report by Schon Levy. Both of these papers
explain how data have been used on natural alteration at
Yucca Mountain to help predict repository thermal effects.

6. DOE also thinks it is a "doable" task.

7. DOE believes it is best to retain a simple.generic
description of the uses of data from this study prior to
knowing what the engineered barrier design will be. As
described in Section 1.2.1 of the study plan and in the SCP,
there are numerous studies within the 8.3.1.2.2 program
element dedicated to acquiring hydrogeochemistry and
hydrology data. This study is concerned with the alteration
history, or if you prefer, the diagenetic history. Los
Alamos will obtain needed information regarding present
conditions from other studies.

Several references are made to the importance of
investigating reactions under a thermal gradient (7, 15, 22,
23). The application of a thermal gradient will be a feature
of the Large-Block Experiments planned by Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory (LLNL). Our long-term heating
experimental charges are no larger than about one cm, too
small for experiments in which a thermal gradient is applied
to the sample. In addition, those experiments are run at
very low water/rock ratios and therefore cannot utilize .a
flow-through hydrothermal apparatus in which a thermal
gradient could be applied to the fluid phase. Howcvcr,
dynamic heatin. is involved in many of our thermogravirstetric
and moisture evolution analyses. One way in which we will
take dynamic thermal conditions into account will be a
comparison of modelled dynamic thermal gradients with our
kinetic data to identify time-temperature regimes likely to
affect sensitive mineral processes.

This and other comments question the water compositions used
for various e-xperiments, with objections that the
compositions are not known or not representative of vadose
zone waters (Comments 13, 17, 18, 19). This issue is
addressed in Sections 3.11.1.1 and 3.11.5 of the study plan
and in Chapter 7 of the SCP, also cited in our study plan.

The effects of "aging-time reactions" on mineral stability
are raised as an issue in this comment and Comment 23. The
meaning of this expression is unclear, but some of our
experiments do involve repeated cycling of samples through



changing conditions. For example, repetitions of short-term
dehydration/rehydration experiments with zeolites will detect
the existence of hysteresis in the amount of water in the
zeolites as a function of temperature, water vapor pressure,
and zeolite composition.

8. See response to Comment 7.

9. As stated on page 12 of the study plan, this study and the
calcite-silica study are involved in investigating possible
evidence for surface discharge of water from depth along
faults. If this transport mechanism existed at Yucca
Mountain, it would be an example of a very short ground-water
travel time. Our work is clearly relevant to Information
Need 1.6.1, information needed to identify the fastest path
of likely radionuclide travel. Our results to date do not
support the existence of seismically-induced fast paths.

10. Los Alamos tends to believe this also.

11. This comment states that the "relationship between issue 1.10
and this study is less than compelling." Just as for the
comment about Issue 1.5 (Comment 7), we have described a
generic relationship because the waste package design has not
been chosen. A more detailed description can be incorporated
into a future revision, but there is no compelling reason to
do so at this time. The letter report referenced in our
response to Comment 5 is an example of how Los Alamos' data
will contribute to this information need.

12. This comment is addressed in our response to Comment 5.

13. This comment is addressed in our response to Comment 7.

14. Thcre is a n LLUL study (8. 3. '. 2 . 4.1; to address the cheruical
stabilitv of manmade maLerials.

15. See response to Comment 7.

16. As stated in our response to Comment 1, much of our research
is designed to utilize bounding conditions. Perhaps more
important, the experiments are designed to ascertain what
might be called bounding mineralogic responses. Also, see
response to Comment 7.

17. See response to Comment 7.

18. See response to Comment 7.

19. See response to Comment 7.

20. This comment states that four major issues, rock stability,
sorption and other modes of retardation, disturbed zone
boundary, and reacted vadose water compositions, "are being
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AGENCY FOR NUCLEAR PROJECTS
NUCLEAR WASTE PROJECT OFFICE

Capitol Complex
Cao City. Nervda 19710
Telephone: (702) 687.3744

Fax: (702) 687-5277

January 19, 1994

Dan Dreyfus, Director
Office Of Civilian Radioactive

Waste Management
U.S.Department of Energy
Washington, D.C.

Dear Dr. Dreyfus:

The State of Nevada has reviewed the DOE Study Plan,
"Paleoclimate Study: Lake, Playas and Marsh Deposits" (Study Plan
8.3.1.5.1.2) and its cited references, and is providing its
cor-ents in this letter and attachment. The State's comments
address the adequacy, completeness, and technical accuracy of the
Study Plan to meet the purposes of site characterization.

The State's primary concerns regarding the subject Study Plan
are summarized as follows:

1. A ccnsiderablc body of existing i.<c-rtion arr-- to
have been ignored in preparing this Study Plan.

2. Choices of study sites and research activities appear to
be open-ended and not clearly specified as to place and
time.

3. This study appears to be disjointed and therefore has a
serious pIotential for omitting significant features of the
Quaternary paleoclimatic/paleohydrologic record that
applies to the Yucca Mountain site.

4. The Study Plan appears to be primarily a data collection
activity without focus. We suggest that the plan be
revised to emphasize the determinations of the wettest
periods to be expected during the life of the proposed
repository.



Dan Dreyfus, Director
Page Two
January 19, 1994

Should you have any questions, this office is available to scet

with the Department and discuss the State's comments at any time.

sincerely,

Robert . Loux
Executive Director

ATTACHMENT
ccs: VR. Nelson, DOE/YMPO

J. Youngblood, KRC
M. Steindler, URC-ACNW
J. Cantlon, NWTRB
D. Weigel, GAO
S. Kraft, EEI

. 0. .



State of Nevada comments on DOB Study Plan 8.3.1.5.1.2
"Paleoclimato Study: Lake, Play& and Xsrosh Deposits"

general Commentg

The DOE, through the USGS, plans to undertake a number of

interesting activities under this Study Plan, which in thbemelves

have significant broad scientific merit. However, any ability to,

in a confident way, relate the various data obtained to specific

climate and then to a hydrologic response for the various flow

a4 j systems in and around Yucca Hountain appears to be completely

lacking. It is obvious from the descriptions provided in the Study

Plan, there will be some significant level of uncertainty and

qualitative relationships derived which are to be related to

climate. However, the descriptions do not provide an estimate of

how sensitive the predicted past climate was to these uncertain

inputs.

The State feels that what needs to be determined is just how

wet the area has been under its wettest period since that should

directly relate to the greatest recharge rate and hydrologic

e$j >, response. That determination most likely will. come from the

vegetation record and then recharge could be determined within our

capabilities of analyzing modern analog conditions.

The emphasis should be on determining the wettest period(a) to

be expected during the life of the repository? It can be assumed

1
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that the hydrologic response to such conditions are the %oat likely

to cause a violation of the groundwater table elevation change

criteria embodied in Issues i.1 and 1.9.

This Study Plan has a serious potential for omitting

significant features of the Quaternary paleoclinatic/

paleohydrologic record that applies to the Yucca Mountain

repository. The Study Plan is appears to be very ambitious

involving chiefly drillhole core studies and perhaps some trenching

cver a large area with ill-defined study sites.

Choices of study sites and research activilties are open-ended

and not clearly specified as to place and time. Too much exphasis

is placed on a drilling program to obtain core samples, that

possibly will duplicate drilling and sampling already done by US"S.

The sampling interval is likely too large to obtain high-resolution

paleoclimatic/environmental data.

There is no clear indication that the investigations under

this Study Plan will be coordinated with broader-scale studies of

Quaternary stratigraphy, paleoclimatoloav, end paleohydrogeology of

the Yucca Mountain region. This study probably wii yield sa-2

useful paleoclimatic data but at great expense, and much of the

data obtained probably will not be particularly relevant to

ascertaining the long-term safety of the Yucca Mountain Repository.
1.

Specific Comments On Study Plan Activities

On page 1-1, under Section 1.1, "Information to be Obtained

.H (7 and How That Information will be Used", since the efforts undvr

2



the studies 8.3.i.5.1.2, Paleoclimate- Lake, Playa and Xarsh

Deposits and 8.3.1.5.1.3, Climatic Interpretations of Terrestrial

Paleoecology, have the same basic objectives, would it not make

sense to have the geographic &rea covered by each to be the same?

If the sets of data are to provide corroborative evidence of past

climates, then the geographic areas should be consistent.

On page 1-2, under Section 1.2, "Rationale and Justification

for the Information to be Obtained: Why the Information is

Nlceded:", forecasting possible future climate for any particular

g to area using any of the existing global climate models (GCXs)

C57 provides a broad spectrum of possible future scenarios. Which GCCs

are being considered to evaluate possible future climate change?

Can the important driving mechanisms for GCai be derived primarily

from the type of evidence obtained from the paleo record?

On page 2-1 to 2-3, under Section 2.1, "Rationale for the

Types of Tests Selected," given that the four major activities

described provide a fair description of weathering intensity,

sediment transport and depocitlonal history and vegetation all

related to climate, how is that information to be relatedoto the

key question of recharge rates in the past and the possible future,

as well as the groundwater flow system response to that input

signal?

on page 2-3 and 2-4, under Section 2.2.1, Number of Tests, the

principal focus of this task appears.to be to obtain and study

+/0 drill-core samples. Sampling "from outcrops" is mentioned, but

only as an incidental part of the first phase of investigation.

3
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The investigators never mention that numerous cores already have

been obtained and studied (and likely preserved) by USGS personnel

from many of the suggested sites: from Walker Lake, Owens Valley, -

Searles Lake, China Lake, and 24 other dry-lake basins in

southeastern California, plus many other basins in southern and

central Nevada. The investigators also fail to mention the very

comprehensive paleoclimatic studies done by G. I. Smith at Searlos

Lake and Owens Valley (from zany cores and an exci Uent surficial

deposit study in Searles Valley; Smith, 1979, 1983, 1984; Smith and

Street-Perrot, 1983), nor those of tle Lake Lahontan and Lakc

Bonneville paleohydrologic and paleoclimatic records (Morrison,

1964, 1965, 1991; Morrison and Frye, 1965; Morrison and Davis,

1984), nor those of the northern Great BMsin by Jonathan Davis

(1978, 1982, 1983).

On page 2-4 and under Section 2.2.2, Figure 2-1, the study

sites are left unspecified. They might range from northern to

southern Nevada and southeastern California, anywhere in a large

are-. Conzidar-ble knowledge already exists rbout tany potential

sites, including mapping of surficial doposits, packrat-xiden

studies, gravity and seismic surveys, and drillhole-coring in

dozens of basins, by USGS and other researchers. We suggest that

the investigators compile all the existing data and then use these

data to identify already known to be promising but relatively

unstudied sites for the first round of evaluations.

4



Kawich Playa (Nevada) is mentioned (p. 2-4) as a possible

Pleistocene lake system study site, however, a poorer one could

hardly be found. A USGS drill core encountered the -750 ka

013 Brunhes/Hatuyama magnetic reversal only a few meters beneath the

playa surface! Another target site, Death Valley, is also known to

have a very limited, episodic record.

Obtaining cores from high-elevation lakes, which except fc'r

Lake Tahoe are nearly all post-glacial, dating less than 13,000

years appears to be a misguided effort. Mention is made of

S/Y J possible candidates lakes in the Spring Mountains, where none are

known to exist, and the Ruby Mountains, which is a lona way frow

the proposed Yucca Mt. repository.

On page 3-3, under Section 3.1, "Paleontologic Analyses :"

since as stated, "... the relationship between limnological

conditions and climate must be established", it would be very

helpful to have an estimate of how tight a relationship can be

.- drawn based on the analyses listed. The tolerances, accuracy, And

precision given in subsection 3.1.4 only provide limits on ieasurzd

or estimated parameters. They do not give an estimate of Low

sensitive the climate determined using this record is to changes in

these parameters, especially when some relationships are to be

necessarily based on qualitative interpretations.

On pages 3-5 and 3-6, under Section 3.2.1, 'General Approach",

seismic surveys (shallow reflectioP:,, )ini-sosie, and reflection,

/Z g Bison) are proposed to identify depocenters within the intermontane

basins, for siting boreholes. The logic for proposing the use of

5



these expensive surves is not obvious. Is there a critical need

for the longest-possible cores in each basin? It is doubtful that

the investigations called for under this Study Plan will be able to~

cover all significant sedimentologic, pedologic, tephrochronologic,

paleomagnetic, and paleoclimatic features of such cores throughout

their depth.

On page 3-6, under Section 3.2.1, the "sampling interval" for

"long -300 m records" is given as about 25 cm, and for "short -10n

records as about 10 cm. The investigators claim a "general

relationship" (not identified as to source) that each 10 cm in a

short record represents about 100 years, and in long records, about

100,000 years. Such a statement ignores published data on

I7 / ?deposition rates in intermontane basins in this region. G. I.

Smith (1991, p. 342) cites sedimentation rates (based on more than

20 cores) ranging from 30 to 70 cm/1000 yrs. At Lake Tecopa (long

a repository of sediment from most of Yucca Mountain's drainage),

sedimentation rates ranged, over nearly 2 million years, between

0.005 and 0.1 =m/yr (10 cm equals from 1000 to 20,000.years)

(Morrison, 1S91, p. 311, Fig. 15). Other intermontane basins with

smaller drainage areas had lower sedimentation rates.
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Responses to Specific Comments:

1. There is always an element of uncertainty on interpretations
based on proxy data. Until data are forthcoming from the
planned studies, however, the level of uncertainty cannot be
estimated. Study investigators feel confident that the scope
of the work being planned in this study will result in as
accurate a reconstruction of past climatic conditions as is
possible from the empirical data that can be observed and
from the geologic deposits and materials that are available
to be analyzed and evaluated.

2. A recent paper by R. M. Forester (Late Glacial to Modern
Climate Neaar Yucca Mountain, Nevada; in IHLRM Proceedings of
the 5th International Conference, Las Vegas, Nevada, 1994)
discusses the subject of wetter climates in the Yucca
Mountain area during the past 25,000 years. The objectives
of Study 8.3.3.5.1.2 are to continue investigation of !orrricy
climate conditions relevant to past infiltration,
percolation, and recharge within or near Yucca Mountain, to
identify climate boundary values for use in hydrological
models, and to predict the hydrologic impact of future
climate changes.

3. See response to Comment 2.

4. The planned scope of Study 8.3.1.5.1.2 is indicated in the
discussions presented in R. M. Forester's paper cited in the
response to Comment 2. As indicated in Section 2.2.1 of the
study plan, study sites will be selected so as to represent
the range of variability in paleoclimatic conditions within
the Yucca Mountain region, and to span the time intervals
most relevant to meeting study objectives. The claim that
the study has the potential for "omitting significant
features of the Quaternary paleoclimatic/paleohydroloqic
rec:orcd" is not really substantiated.

5. Discussions in Section 2.2 of the study plan are considered
adequate to explain strategies in site selection.
Determining precise locations of all study sites, however, is
not possible in the earliest stages of investigation; the
selection of sites other than those specifically mentioned
must await results of work done in these early stages as
discussed in Section 2.2.4. Long cores from some sites
already exist, having been obtained in other studies.
Additional long cores will be obtained by the Desert Research
Institute, in consultation with the USGS.



6. Present work plans anticipate using both short- and long-tern
paleoclimate interpretations within which to frame results of
Quaternary paleohydrology, which includes past discharge and
the study of minerals in fractures. Special emphasis will be
given to gaining a better understanding of the climatic
conditions which have produced fracture flow in the past,
based on estimates of past climate parameters from fossil
proxy data sets (see discussion of this topic in paper by
R. M. Forester, cited in Comment 2).

7. It is not considered necessary for Studies 8.3.1.5.1.2 and
8.3.1.5.1.3 to be confined to the same geographical area,
although, clearly, the same general region is Involved in
both investigations. Middens (the focus for Study
8.3.1.5.1.3) occur in upland areas, whereas playas, etc.,
occur in the lowlands. Study 8.3.1.5.1.2 is being conducted
in close coordination with the investigators from the Desert
Research Institute who are conducting Study 8.3.1.5.1.3. Tn
many instances, the same cores dnd samples are being studied
by both groups.

8. Information pertinent to this comment is provided in a paper
by F. J. Schelling, et al., entitled "Paleoclimate Validation
of a Numerical Climate Model" (Proceedings of 5th Annual
International High-Level Radioactive Waste Management
Conference, May 22-26, 1994, Las Vegas, Nevada, 1994). The
need for paleoclimate data is strongly emphasized in this
paper, and is considered essential in conducting Study
8.3.1.5.1.6 (Characterization of the Future Regional Climate
and Environment).

9. R. 14. Forester's paper (cited in Comment 2) discusses
(page 4) the relations between past climatic conditions and
their influence on producing fracture fillings within Yucca
Mcu.ntain, and interprets these relations in terms of ground
water recharge and percolation. The kinds of information
being used in these interpretations are the kinds being
obtained in Study 8.3.1.5.1.2.

10. Outcrop sections will be studied and sampled where
appropriate, as indicated in several sections of the study
plan. The discussion in Section 2.2.1 certainly does not
preclude study of outcrops. A good example of an outcrop
study is beinqgconducted in Study 8.3.1.5.1.2 is described in
a paper by R. M. Forester and A. J. Smith, entitled "Late
Glacial Climate Estimates for Southern Nevada: the Ostracode
Fossil Record," published in the Proceedings of the 1994
IHLR'WM Conference in Las Vegas.

11. Study investigators are fully aware of, and plan to take full
advantages of previous studies that have been done in the
area and the region. USGS is aware of the studies mentioned.



12. Investigators from the Desert Research Institute are (or have
been).compiling the existing data. Responses to other
comments indicate that such data will be used to full
advantage in the conduct of Study 8.3.1.5.1.2.

13. Kawich Playa does provide evidence for a long-term climate
that is wetter than today. Coring, of course, is restricted
in Death Valley, but if cores could be obtained, they may
provide useful data for past discharge supporting lake
development.

14. Cores from high mountain lakes are primarily.intended for
pollen studies; site selection is being done by the Desert
Research Institute, and will continue as their studies
progress. Studies of selected northern sites are intended as
a means to identify the position of polar fronts over time.

15r. Information pertinent to this corment car. be found in a paper
by A. J. Smith and R. M. Forester, entitled "Estimating Past
Precipitation and Temperature from Fossil Ostracodes,"
published in the Proceedings of the IHLRWM Conference held in
Las Vegas in 1994. The approach to establish the
relationships between limnological conditions and climate
discussed in this paper is being utilized in
Study 8.3.1.5.1.2.

16. Seismic data are considered useful for the purposes
described; however, seismic surveys represent a substantial
cost for data that might be desirable but that may not be
critical at present.

17. Each basin has a unique sediment accumulation rate. The
cited intervals and figures are given as examples only.
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AGENCY FOR NUCLEAR PROJECTS
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Capitol Complex
Con City. Neada 89710
Telephone: (702) 687-3744

Fax: (702) 687-5277

January 19, 1994

Darn Dreyfus, Director
Office of Civilian Radioactive

Waste Management
U. S. Department of Energy
Washington, D.C. 20545

Dea r Dr. Dreyfus:

The State of Nevada has reviewed the DOE Study Plan, "Clizatic
Interpretations of Terrestrial Paleoecology" (Study Plan
8.3.1.5.1.3, Rev.0) and its cited references, -and is providing its
cc:rnments in this letter and attachment. The State's comments
a:diress the adequacy, completeness, and technical accuracy of the
Study Plan to meet the purposes of site characterization.

The State's primary concerns regarding the subject Study Plan
are summarized as follows:

1. The Study Plan fails to recognize several key
paleohydrologic objectives that should be part of the work
and also fails to recognize the direct site performazc.
utility of the investigations.

2. Emphasis on climatic transition periods needs to be made.
Of particular concern is the time period when recharge
potential -is the greatest, that is when the climate shifts
to a wetter regime, but before there has been a
significant vegetation response.

3. The study appears to be one part of the overall DOE effort
to create a climate model rather than developing data that
can aid in predicting site 'specific effective moisture
conditioning through modeling realistic ranges of
paleoclimates projected into the future.



Dan Dreyfus, Director

Page Two
January 19, 1994

Should you have any questions, this 
office is available to meet

with the Department and discuss the State's comments at any time.

icarely,

Loux ..
Director

ATTACH'.41ENT
cc:VR. Nelson, DOE/YMPO

J. Youngblood, NRC
J. Cantlon, HWTRB
M. Steindler, NRC/ACNW
S. Kraft, EEI
D. Weigel, GAO

*.,t ?
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ATTACdM2e

state of Nevada couments on DOE Study Plan B.3.1.5.1.3 
KClizatic

Interpretations of Terrestrial Palcoocologyff

General Comments

Study Plan 8.3.1.5.1.3, "Climatic Interpretations of

Terrestrial Paleoecology" appears to be an extension of the 
work

previously undertaken by Dr. Peter Wigand, Desert Research

Institute, looking at both packrat middens and pollen data. The

main focus of his effort was the derivation of climate-vegetaticn

relationships.

Since the efforts under this proposed study continuation are

aimed at providing a reasonable sample in order to predict future

climate and vegetation response for the study area, we feel thor.

should be some added emphasis on the climatic transition periods.

It would be expected that the periods when the climate'shifts to a

wetter regime, but before there has been a significant vegetation

response, is the time period when recharge potential is the

greatest. Once the vegetation response has occurred, a now

"equilibrium" is established and the recharge potential m

lessened. . . ;

The methodology of this Study Plan is appropriate and

potentially valuable. Prior investigations conducted by W. G.

Spaulding demonstrate the utility of the macrofossil and pollen

data bases that can be established by packrat midden analysis 
in

the immediate area of Yucca Mountain and surrounding areas with

3



terrain characteristics which preserve packrat xiddens. However,

this Study Plan fails to recognize several key paleohydrologic

objectives that should be part of the focus of this additional

work, and fails to recognize the very direct site performance

utility of the method of investigation.

On page 1-2, Section 1.2, it states that the study is not

intended to directly satisfy design and performance goals for

design and performance, nor does the SCP identify any site

characterization parameters needed from this study to satisfy data

bW A/ requirements of design and performance parameters necessary to

determine if the issue performance goals can be mot. However, the

State feels that it this study were more appropriately focused and

executed, it could prove to be a useful data study for resolving

the following issues:

Issue 1.8, Section 8.3.1.17 "Potential For Changes

in Hydrologic Conditions Resulting from Reasonably Foreseeable

Climatic Changes' (1OCFR 60, 122(c)(6)).

Issue 1.9A, Section 8.3.5.18 "The Preszaend*Eeyted- .-

Geohydrologic Setting of a Site Shall beCo9 atmble Wipyauto.

Containment and Isolation" (lOCFR960.4-2-i); ' -*

Issue 1.10, Section 8.3.4.2, Post Emplacement Near-Field Waste.

Package Environment. , ,

Issue 1.12, Section 8.3.2.2 Seal Characteristics.

4
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Page 2-1, Section 2, "Rational for Selecting the Study"

discusses climate change in the context of known variations. The

study proposes to focus on "an attempt to determine the past

frequency and timing of past climatic circulation patterns that led

to high levels of effective moisture." It is also proposed that by

establishing "synoptic snapshots" of paleoclimatic conditions in

southern Nevada, numerical climate models can be validated.

It is the State's impression that the whole focus of tho

climate change SCP program seems to be to create climate models.

The only reason for climate change models are to predict future

hydrologic conditions at the site. The study has the potential and

power to establish key aspects of the paleohydrology of the site

(soil moisture availability and shallow near surface saturation)

yet this appears to be totally unrecognized in the Study Plan.

To be usable, the created climate models must be translated

into "effective moisture" within the range of reasonable

palcoclimate constraints. Yet, it appears that the Study Plan

proposes a questionable approach along an un-4-^ '.. m'd. l

pathway to obtain the site specific vegatation data.that.rAn be

used to estimate effective moisture (e.g. shalloy1 stu=-ationr'6oil2

moisture, seeps and springs, etc.). We suggest thatttheAreal.

objective of the SCP, and thus this Study Plan, should be to

determine site specific effective moisture conditions t*through

realistic range of paleoclimates projected into the future. ,: ..

5
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More specifically, the pollen and rat midden macrofossils are

good indicators of the local environmental ecology. In arid and

semi-arid environments, these plant and animal communities are

known to be sensitive to effective moisture. This study should be

refocused to sample and analyze in detail all rat xiddens that can

be found on and around Yucca Mountain to test for evidence of

seeps, sprrirgs, and perennial stream flow in Forty Mile Wash and

all other closely adjacent areas where there is any suggestive

evidence of ground-w~ater discharge or shallow saturation. The

plants which act as phreatophytes mostly occur in areas viith

perennial saturation within thQ reach of root.systems or require

moist-seasonal soils. The evidence will show up in the xidden and

pollen records if wet conditions have occurred and the oampling

density is comprehensive enough.

On page 1-3, Section 1.2, Rationale and Justification for the

Information to be Obtained, the favorable condition for climate

(Issue 1.8) which refers to a climate where average annual.

prccpitation is a small percentage of annual -_entl.

evapotranspiration (PET) is probably e sily,,xetfor.any eiyJjqpod

Yucca future climate. With a PET of >50 ipc r

doubling or tripling of the current precipitation.woulaJ-.12l. .

only a small percentage. What is more .Jiportant. in. the...

distribution and timing of precipitation within the annual cyclp in.

determining whether a future climate will adversely affect the .4_

proposed repository. This study, as presently structured, is

unlikely to provide any information in that regard.

6



On page 2-3, Section 2.1, Rational for the Types of Tests

Selected, in determining vegetation-clizate relationships for use

, 1 0 in simulation models, what is the planned methodology that will be-

used to determine the uniqueness of such relationships?

On page 2-3, Section 2.1.3, the Activity 8.3.2.5.1.3.3,

Determination of Vegetation Climate Relationships is aimed at

developing a time series of vegetational changes. However, the

discussion is silent about the sensitivity of estimating effective

s moisture and/or climatic parameters from the fossil record that

will be obtained. The thrust is toward climate models, but the key

questions of effective moisture (in quantitative terms) are not

even mentioned. The study of correlating modern climates with

vegetation communities discussed above remains to be developed.

On page 2-3, Section 2.2 the text indicates that the nuxber,

location duration, and timing of tests (sampling points) depend in

large part on the requirements of the validation exercises being

planned for the numerical modeling of climatic and paleohydrologic

-@ 1 A changes in Alctkvity 8.2.1.5.1.6.2 (R4egonal Cli-te Modeling). It

appears that the entire study is being Gro1ducted to support the

regional scale numerical climatic model. The Stato feeldi that this

is a serious flaw in the focus of the methodology and contributes

little to resolving site characterization and licensing issuen.

On page 2-3, Section 2.2, the Rationale for Selecting the

number, Location, Duration, and Timing of Tests implicitly requires

that the location for collection of the packrat midden studies

7
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should cover an area broad enough to identify the timing and extent

of various vegetation changes resulting from climate change in the

southern Nevada area. This 'may well include areas beyond southern

Nevada to give an indication of storm tract, etc. For example,

samples from more northern areas may show how storm tracts migrated

.over time and may provide keys to temperature regimes as well.

On page 2-4, Section 2.n -- on Constraints fails to recognize

the problems of generating quantitative estimates of past

precipitation, temperature, and seasonality based on plant

assemblages. A better understanding of modern and analog plant.

assemblages is warranted before confident quantitative estimates of

paleoclimates can be made to arrive at the "effective moisture"

estimates that are useful on a site specific basis.

On page 2-5, Section 2.3, regarding Constraints under

paragraph 4(b) - Just which "greenhouse" climate is being referred

to in this section? It is our understanding that the various

Global Climate Models (GCMs) available, which have had broad

exposure, yi'eld quite different results for the central latitudes

of the United States. Therefore, it is neceessary to specifically

define what is meant here, i.e., warmer-wotter, colder-wetter?

Page 3-4, Section 3.2.5, Range of Expected Results - In the

case where sediment .production is low and pollen grains are not

preserved, is it to be understood that the desired continuous

record will not be obtained?

8



Page 3-5 & 3-6, under Section 3.3.1, Method of Analysis, the

extrapolation of palcoclimate from vegetation by extrapolation of

relationships between modern vegetation and climate requires a

7 solid data base for the modern relationships. Given the sparse

climatic data for Nevada as a whole, is there sufficient modern

climatic data to firmly establish these relationships? References

need to be supplied that support the DOE position that there are

adequate modern climate data.

On page 3-5, Section 3.3.2, Activity 8.3.1.5.1.3.3 -

Determination of Vegetatio:;n Climate Relationships is presented

weakly. For arid and semi-arid ecologies, the approaches suggested

have not been demonstrated to be sensitive with respect to climate

parameters and effective moisture. Modern analogs (matching the

fossil record with a modern record) is still necessary to make

useful estimates of effective moisture. This section recognizes

that this approach may be limited by a lack of good modern analogs

for the fossil assemblages at particular times. Thus, the State

fails to follow the scientific logic from the fossil databases to

climatic parameters without an adequate database for modern

analogs. There appears to be no planned study to provide a modern

analogs database.

9



Responses to General Comments:

1. Peter Wigand is the principal investigator of Study
8.3.1.5.1.3, and is extending his previous work on fossil
middens as reported upon in a paper entitled "Periods of Late
Holocene Recharge Identified from Paleoclimatic Proxy Data"
(by P. Wigand, M. Hemphill, and S. Patra, Proceedings of 5th
Annual International High-Level Radioactive Waste Management
Conference, May 22-26, 1994, Las Vegas, Nevada, 1994).

2. All aspects of transition climates are being considered.
(See, also responses to comments on Study Plan 8.3.1.5.1.2;
e.q., response to Comment 2).

3. Communication is maintained with hydrologic studies, and with
the future climate modeling efforts being conducted by Sandia
National Laboratories.

4. Study 8.3.1.5.1.3 is not directly involved in performance
assessment, but contributes data to-other studies that are,
as shown in Figures 1-2 and 1-3 and as indicated in Table 4-1
of the study plan.

5. DOE agrees with the state's characterization.

6. The gathering of proxy data to interpret past temperatures
and precipitation is the primary focus. Soil moisture
availability and shallow near-surface saturation are topics
undertaken by other studies, such as 8.3.1.2.2.1
(Infiltration) and 8.3.1.2.2.2 (UZ Percolation, Surface-
Based).

7. The primary objective of Study 8.3.1.5.1.3 is to establish
boundary conditions for future climate scenarios. (See
results of previous studies conducted by IWigand, et al., in
paper citcd in response to Comment 1, which addresses this
subject.)

8. This general approach is being followed by the principal
investigator during the course of Study 8.3.1.5.1.3.

9. Studies 8.3.1.5.1.2 and 8.3.1.5.1.3 both address seasonality
of precipitation (and temperature) . Some papers have already
been publishedo'n the subject (e.g., Sharpe, et al.,
"Molluscs as Climate Indicators: Preliminary Stable Isotope
and Community Analyses"; Forester, "Late Glacial to Modern
Climate Near Yucca Mountain, Nevada"--both papers published
in IHLRWM Proceedings, 5th International Conference,
Las Vegas, Nevada, 1994).

10. Approach to determining vegetation-climate relationships is
explained in the study plan. The subject is also addressed
in Wigand's paper cited in response to Comment 1.



11. This subject is addressed in Wigand's paper cited in response
to Comment 1, and similar approaches will be continued as
Study 8.3.1.5.1.3 progresses.

12. As designated in the SCP, the information resulting from
Study 8.3.1.5.1.3 is to be used in Study 8.3.1.5.1.6
(Characterization of the Future Regional Climate and
Environments), and more specifically to Activity
8.3.1.5.1.6.2 (Regional Climate Modeling). The data, which
are pertinent to site characterization, eventually are
applied to issue resolution as indicated in the response to
Comment 4.

13. Midden and pollen data are being studied from as far norTh as
Oregon, as well as from regions south of the proposed
repository site. However, primary emphasis is on areas near
and surrounding Yucca Mountain.

14. Modern and analog plant assemblages are being studied, and
isotopic studies of plant cellulose are being conducted to
provide further information on the response of plants to
variations in climate.

15. The warmer-wetter and colder-wetter topics are being
considered in Study 8.3.1.5.1.3. (See also, papers by Wigand,
et al., and by Forester cited in responses to other
comments).

16. If the geologic record is not preserved, then it is not
presrved. In cases where suitable study materials are
lacking in a given site, however, study investigators will
search elsewhere in the same area for suitable materials.

17. Many new stations for collecting climatic data have been
establi hed during the cast several years (by DRI, Forest
Service, wish and Wlldlife, etc.). See papers relative to
this comment by Wigand, eL al. (cited in resporse to
Comment 1), by Sharpe, et al. and by Forester (cited in
response to Comment 9) and by Nials and Greybill "Bristlecone
Tree Ring Chronologies in the Great Basin:
Paleoenvironmental Significance and Implications (IHLRWM
Proceedings, 5th International Conference, Las Vegas, Nevada,
1994).

18. See paper by Wigand, et al. (cited in response to Comment 1).
DRI's collections are ex:tensive, and study investigators will
also draw upon data from the USGS, State of Arizona, and
other sources.
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AGENCY FOR NUCLEAR PROJECTS
NUCLEAR WASTE PROJECT OFFICE

Capitol Complex
Carson City. Nevada 39710
Telephoqw: (702) 637.3744

Fax: (702) 687-5277

January 19, 1994

Dan Dreyfus, Director
Office of Civilian Radioactive
Waste Management

U. S. Department of Energy
Washington, D.C. 20545

Dear Dr. Dreyfus:

The State of Nevada has reviewed the DOE Study Plan,
"Detachment Faults at or Proximal to Yucca Mountain" (Study Plan
8.3.1.17.4.5, Rev. 0) and its cited references, and is providing
its comments in this letter and attachment. The State's comments
address the adequacy, completeness, and technical accuracy of the
Study Plan to meet the purposes of site characterization.

The State's comments regarding the subject Study Plan are
summarized as follows:

1. The study plan was significantly out of datet t n ti-a

it was issued. The plan reflects the views circe 1989-90
of the original USGS authors, none of whom are any longer
with the project, and appears to be focused cii
demonstrating only pre-established interpretations.

2. The proposed study is totally surface based without
recognition of or integration with the geophysics and
drilling programs.

3. The proposed study is; focused almost exclusively on when
detachment faulting was initiated and appears to ignore
the more critical question of whether the detachment
faults beneath Yucca Mountain exist and are still
tectonically active.



Dan Dreyfus, Director
January 19, 1994
Page Two

4. The proposed study appears to be limited to those sitesY } where detachment faulting has already been inferred 
by the

authors and is not reflective of more contemporary

knowledge and the ongoing DOE program.

Should you have any questions, this office is available tag

meet with the Department and discuss the State's comments at any

time.

SinccrCly,

Rob'ert R. Loux

Executive Director

ATTACHMENT

ccs:V/R. Nelson - DOE - YMPO
J. Youngblood - NRC
M. Steindler - NRC - ACNW
D. Weigel - GAO
S. Kraft - EEI
J. Cantlon - NVTRD
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ATTACHMENT

State of Nevada General and Specific Comments on Study Plan

8.3.1.17.4.5 "Detachment Faults at or Proximal to Yucca Mountain.'$

GENERAL COHH2NTB

The proposed study is an important one because of the potential

impact that the results will have in helping to resolve the issues

related to facility design and long term performance prediction.

In recognition of this importance, the detailed activities outlined

appear to bR thorough and generally well planned with few

exceptions.

However, because this study plan is so badly out of date, ths

perception of thoroughness and completeness is misleading. The

three principal authors, Fox, Carr, and Shroba, have not been with

the project for a number of years. The study plan was written by

these authors somewhere in the 1987 time frame and was apparently

planned to continue on with projects with which at that time they

/ ocrc involved. The study plan was obviously designed to

demonstrate only their interpretation of the geology of the area.

Since these authors do not seem to represent the present DOE view

on the significance of detachment faulting nor do they present a

study plan that will meet important regulatory requirements, the

State of Nevada recommends that the study plan be recalled and

extensively revised to reflect the actual ongoing project work. if

the DOE is to continue on with the study without revising the study

plan, we request that the USGS scientists with the responsibility

I



for carrying out the study as presently constituted provide an

updated critique of the plan in response to the State's conments,

along with a proposed schedule for completion. In addition the

response should include a detailed explanation of how the Quality

Assurance requirements will be retrofitted to cover the work

already completed.

In the abstract on page iii the statement is made that information

from this study is needed to improve confidence levels in fault

parameters used to predict repository performance. The DOE hat,

never defined in the SCP or in any of the study plans provided to

date how any of the fault parameters will be used to predict

repository performance. Obviously earthquakes will have to be

assumed to occur on the Type I faults in, beneath and within the

immediate proximity of the proposed repository. Other than

determining the maximum probable earthquake size, the fault

parameters, per se, will have little if any effect on the

prediction of repository performance. The likelihood of an

earthquake occurrence and the consequences that =ight razult from

an earthquake occurrence are two different issues. Themres a need

to assess the consequences under any circumstance. .Ifth.e

consequences could be significant, then the DOE might reconsider

the need to demonstrate the likelihood of the earthquake

occurrence. For the post-closure period, a consequence analysis

cannot be developed until the DOE has a finalized repository

configuration and the thermal loading strategy.

2



1. study Plan Objectives

ACTIVITIES 1,2, and 4 will help establish the surface

locations, surface orientations, length, and width of

detachment faults proximal to Yucca Mountain. However,

information on segmentation and possible interconnections

must come from subsurface geophysical data or drill data;

it seems unrealistic to state that this study will supply

the latter two types of information.

On page 1-1, the title of Activity 8.3.1.17.4.5.1: *'evaluiate

the Significance of the Miocene-Paleozoic Contact in the

Calico Hills Area to Detachment Faulting Within the Site

Area" appears to be ambiguous relative to the explanations

of this activity in other places in the Study Plan. On page

1-3 of the Study Plan for example it is stated that detachment

faults outcrop in the Calico Hills area. Whether the

detachment is located on an unconformity or not is of academic

interest. A detachment can exist without being on an

unconformity and an unconformity can exist without

being coincident with a detachment fault. Besides the

difficulty of differentiating between an unconformity and a

detachment surface, there is no obvious direct relationship to

the existence or non-existence to faults,beneath Yucca.

Mountain.

3



On page 1-1, the title of Activity 8.3.1.17.4.5.2: "Evaluate

Postulated Detachment Faults in the Beatty-Bare Mountain Area"

is also ambiguous to the- explanation of this activity in the

text. On page 1-2 and page 1-3 for example and at several

other points in the Study Plan the unequivocal statement is

made that detachment faulting outcrops in the Beatty-Bare

Mountain area. In addition, the geologic =apping that was

proposed when this Study Plan was prepared and has since

been completed and published, shows the existence of

detachment faults. If detachment faults are already known to

exist, why will the study plan evaluate "postulatedn detachment

faults?

On page 1-1, the title Activity 8.3.1.17.4.5.4: "Evaluate

Postulated Detachment Faults in the Specter Range and Camp

Desert Rock Areas" is also ambiguous relative to the

explanation in the Study Plan text. The geologic maps that

were published after this Study Plan was prepared document

the existence of the detachment faults. It _od appear that

no further work is required.

On page 1-1, the Activity 8.3.1.17.4.5.5: 'Evaluate the Age

Detachment Faults Using Radiometric Ages" appears to be largely

Jk // academic and irrelevant to the determination of whether

detachment faults exist beneath the Yucca Mountain area. The

4



question is not "when" detachment faulting was initiated, bu

"whether" detachment faults in the immediate site area are

still active.

.0/,Z

�3

In general, activities 1-5 may potentially contribute to the

location and time of movement on these faults, but no

description is given of technitvtuns to be used to determine the

amount and direction of movement. What markers of offset or

pier-ing points will be used to determine amount of offset?

What kinds of detailed structural studies will be done to

determine direction of movement? What kinds of kinematic

indicators will be used?

Insufficient discussion is given to the approaches to be

used to determine the timing of movement. There is no

mention of methods to be used to date Quaternary deposits

that may be cut by detachment faults, nor are the uncertainti

relating to slip rates and timing discussGsd C". the banin of

radiometric dating of units cut by faults and units that

overlap faults. Clearly, the latter approach gives only a t

range during which movement may have occurred, but does not

specify whether movement occurred during the entire intarva

whether movement was episodic, or whether movement was cont in

to a small part of the interval.

5
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Because of the lack of explanation of the previous items arnd

the fact that subsurface data is not part of this study, it

seems highly improbable that this study will allow any firm

conclusions about the geometric histories through time of the

detachment faults. We consider it doubtful that this study and

activities will accomplish the proposed DOE objectives.

b./2

2. study Plan Approach

Mapping at 1:24,000 scale rarely provides enough detail for

thorough structural and kinematic analysis. Critical areas

should probably be mapped at 1:12,000 or 1:6,000, or even

larger scales with plane table.

The approach to mapping and study of detachment faults

appears to be confined to faults near the Paleozoic/Cenozoic

contact, which means that other possible detachment faults

within exposed Paleozoic rocks (that could be present at

depth beneath the site), will be systematically excluded.

The underlying assumption in the Study Plan in that any exposod

detachment faults must either exist in areas where they have

already been inferred, or where the Miocene-Paleozoic contact

is exposed. This seems to be a very limited subset of possible

places to look, though this might include the most likely spots

for a detachment fault to come to the surface. Additionally,

while the rationale for this study indicates that faults up to

.# /7
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100 km could be important to characterization of the proposed

repository, the Study Plan is mostly limited to within

about 30 km of the site. Given the generally low dip on a

detachment (by definition), it seems likely that faults farther

away than those under study here will be important to the

characterization plan.

A16

.0 /

Detachment faults can have a large areal extent, so studies

should not be limited to only the areas listed in the Study

Plan (see above). Several obvious sources of pertinent data

are not mentioned -- e.g., the work of Jim Cole and Mark Hudson

at Mine Mountain, and the drillhole data from the Environmental

Restoration project. One of these holes has been drilled in

Tongue Wash (Area 12), and has encountered numerous

structural slices bounded by low-angle faults. Two others

are currently being drilled along the southwest edge of

Yucca Flat, and may encounter low-angle faults related to

those in surface exposures at Mine Mountaln.

There seem to be several instances in which the approaches are

inappropriate or incompletely discussed and justified. For

example, it is impossible to evaluate the appropriateness of

Activity 3, study of the breccia within and south of Crater

Flat, (page 2-6) without more specific discussion of the

approach that is proposed for use. Breccias are a generic term

encompassing a large variety of textures and possible origins.

7



What criteria will be used to differentiate the breccias? Mow

will gravity slide breccias be distinguished from debris flows,

fault breccias, and the like? How will the braccias be related

to detachment faults if they occur in the subsurface, some

distance removed from surface exposures of detachment faults?

Little discussion is given of the- approaches 
and

uncertainties of fission-track and 
potassium, argon dating, as

applied to rocks with complex thermal 
histories, and to

uplift histories. Techniques and assumptions to be

@ ) X a used to calculate uplift histories 
from fission-track and

potassium-argon data are also not discussed. 
One suspects that

a large amount of uninterpretable data could be generated by

this activity. Why is there no discussion of 40Ar/39hr dating,

a method that usually yields results far superior to

conventional potassium-argon dating?

3. study Plan Scope

The study scope appears to be inadequate 
because of:

The omission of study of detachment faults deep.Mithin the

Paleozoic basement,

The lack of discussion of 4OAr/39Ar dating,

* The lack of explanation of the full methodology for

calculating uplift ages and-the application of this

information to questions about rates of detachment

faulting,

8



The absence of petrologic studies to determine pressures

and temperatures of metamorphosed rocks,

The lack of discussion of methods of kinematic analysis of -

fault zones,

The lack of explanation of techniques for determining

timing of fault displacements, and;

The lack of explanation of approaches to determine whether

detachment faults and strike-slip faults are linked in the

subsurface.

4. study Plan Methodologies atnd/or Techniques

If exposures are adequate, mapping activities (1, 2, and 4)

will probably provide representative data for the geometry,

structural style, and kinematics of individual faults. -

8I? XZ~,2' > However, it is by no means clear that this data can be

extrapolated to depth beneath Yucca Mountain (as will

apparently be done in Study 8.3.1.17.4.12 Tectonic Models

and Synthesis).

Evaluating the age of detachment faults using rmdsouetrip ages,
* -L.1- -S.

(Activity 5) poses the greatest uncertainty as to jfh the

data will be representative. Experience shows that the thermal

a x 3 histories of metamorphic rocks in core complexes along the

footwalls of detachment faults.are typically very complex, and

that hydrothermal effects may complicate age patterns.

Precambrian metamorphic rocks could retain argon from

9



Precambrian metamorphism, one or more Mesozoic ~Jetsaorphic

events, and one or more denudation events related to datachiont

faulting, and it is commonly difficult to determine which

events(s) contribute to mineral ages. Recent work in the

Funeral Mountains has produced a rash of uninterpretable ages.

Fission track ages are now known to be much more difficult to

in.erpret thaei previously thought. The statement tn section

3.S.8 is that the ages "are likely to be representative for the

minerals on which they are determined and the areas from whicA

the minerals were collected.n There is no substantiation for

this statement, and subsequent statements admit to potential

problems of interpretation. We do not even know if the

Armargosa Desert core complex or metamorphic rocks at the north

end of Bare Mountain are tree from important hydrothermal

effects of Cenozoic age. Clearly, isotopic dating must be

attempted, but a great deal of care is needed. This in not a

"routinen data gathering activity.

S. sequence of Activities ..

The sequence of activities, as shown on Figure 5-1 .app*"qto

be reasonable, although, as noted elsewhere,.sove of t'h tasks

(maps) have already been completed.
. .

6. Issue Resolution

The most important and also the most difficult question to

answer is whether the results of the study can resolve the

10
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issues. The surface studies outlined here are clearly

important, and represent a valid scientific approach. However,

many of the questions are by their nature difficult to resolve,

and surface data alone will not resolve then. Thin uncertainty

of results is normal for a scientific study, but may b.

unacceptable for siting a critical facility. Questions about

segmentation and possible interconnections of detachment

faults, connections between surface faults and detachments at

depth, timing of movement, and the geometric histories through

time of the detachment faults are unlikely to be resolved by

this study. Rather, opinions and further interpretations will

be developed, and judging the merits of these opinions and

interpretations will be a formidable tas) in itself. Unless

detachment faults are conclusively traced in closely spaced

drillholes from the surface outcrops to the subsurface at Tucca

Mountain, it is unlikely that fir= conclusive answers to these

key questions will be forthcoming from these studies.

Another weak aspect of the plan is that although the or-4inal

authors recognized the importance of geophysical surveys.I,1

delineating subsurface faults, there are no provision

whatsoever in this study plan to examine the implications of

the geophysical surveying results. One could easily envision

that reflection profiling in the -area might turn up interesting

reflectors that project to the surface in some unusuil spots

the plan is silent on additional work to focus on this

11



possibility? Perhaps there is a provision in the

geophysical plan (8.3.1.17.4.7 and maybe 8.3.1.17.4.3) for

this, but is seems more appropriate to this study.

Location of detachment faults at the surface is no trivial

matter, and it seems prudent to use the geophysical surveys to

help locate sites worthy of study. Also, any geophysical

/fi anomalies that come to the surface will require some surface

chocking in order to identify them and, if a fault, date their

latest offset.

7. References

Although dated, the reference base, as it relates to topical

studies around Yucca Mountain seems to be fairly complete for

the most part. However, it omits all references on dating and

ffi& metamorphism of metamorphic rocks in the region, and contains

only one reference to dating techniques. The views expressed

on the importance of detachment faults at and near Yucca

Mountain, and the possible connections between sur ace faults

and detachment faults at depth appears to represent onlyth.

USGS opinion. 
.

Several obvious sources of pertinent data 
are not -entioned,

(e.g., the work of Jim Cole and Mark Hudson 
at Mine Kountain,

and the drillhole data from the Environmental 
Restoration

project). One of these holes has been drilled in Tongue 
Wash

12
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(Area 12), and has encountered numerous structural slices

bounded by low-angle faults. Two others are currently being

drilled along the southwest edge of Yucca Flat, and may

encounter low-angle faults related to those in surface

exposures at Mine Mountain. The appropriate reference is Cole,

J.C., Wahl, R.R. and Hudson, M.R., 1990, "Structural relations

within the Paleozoic basement of the Mine Mountain block;

implications for interpretation of gravity data in Yucca Flat,

Nevada Test Site": In Olsen, C.L., ad.., Proceedings of the

Fifth Symposium on the Containment of Nuclear DeLoxtdations:

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory Report CONY 89-09163, p.

431-455.

8. Schedule

The schedule shown on Figure 5-1 does not clarify when work

authorization is to take place or if it has taken place, so it

is difficult to judge whether scheduling is efficient or

reasonable. In addition, terminology, such at L--ye 2, 3. and

4 milestones, is not defined. The Uaps scheduled for

completion at the end of Year 1 and in the first half of Year

2 (Bullfrog NE quadrangle map (Maldonado and Bausback, 1990)

and Bare Mountain SW quadrangle map (Monsen and others, 1992),

respectively) have already been published, which suggests that

some of the activities could go forward much sooner than shown.

For example, given the extent of work completed and partially

complete, the results of fission track, potassium-argon, and 40

13



Ar/29Ar dating should be made available much sooner than 3 and

3 1/2 years after the time of work authorization. Figure 5-1

also shows the completion of the Bullfrog SW quadrangle late in

Year 3, but work on this quadrangle is not discussed under

section 3.2 nor is the quadrangle shown on Figure 2-5.

SPECIFIC COMMENTB

On page 1-1, second paragraph, the def inition of detachment

fault. appears to be incomplete. Large-displacement is not

defined, nor it is explained how detachment faults differ from

low-angle-normal faults or extensional faults. What

criteria are used to judge a) whether a fault is a

detachment fault, or b) whether the same fault is worthy of

study? The definition of a "detachment fault" given in the

paragraph goes on to state that the maps in the area do not

distinguish between detachment and thrust faults. What is

left unsaid is how the DOE will differentiate between

_t.Ch--cnt fault-y And thrust fault5 i; t'ar arL no other

frames of reference. The Study Plan also fails to explain

how the potential hazard from either type of active fault

beneath the repository would change the seismic hazard.

on page 1-1, second paragraph, there is a statement that

implies that thrust faults that are relatively ancient

j3 ffi structures formed during a period of compressional tectonics

should no longer be considered hazardous. Regardless of when

14



or under what circumstances a fault was developed, it could

still be active in the present stress regime. It is up to the

DOE to demonstrate (1) that a fault does not exist or (2) if a

fault exists, that it is not active in the present stress

regime.

.-O, -� 's

.0.3j/

On page 1-1, the 2nd paragraph states that there is a "dispute"

over whether faults dip steeply or gently when active. This

study as proposed will have little, if any, impact on that

"dispute". There is no "dispute" that the regulations require

the DOE to demonstrate whether either fault is present beneath

Yucca Mountain, and if present, to estimate the effect on

performance should an earthquake occur.

On page 1-2, in the second paragraph and at several other

places in the study plan, there are references made to Fox £

others (in press) and Meyers & others (in press). These

references are unacceptable in that form. Both of these

references appear to be important and relevant to the support

of this study plan. CopIes of the references will need to be

provided before any final decision is made to proceed with the

full scope of the proposed study. Even without the benefit of

the (in press) references, there appears to be ample evidence

to support the premise that a:detachment (or thrust) fault

exists at a depth of approximately 4 km beneath Yucca Mountain.

15



It is questionable that this study, if completed, or the

geophysics studies proposed, will be equivocal enough to

demonstrate otherwise.

I/
'O 3 _,�
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On page 1-2, in the last paragraph, the strategy to

characterize detachments faults in reformulated. The

reformulated plan is to detine the extent of detachment by

seven elements including one new proposal to use subsurface

drilling. To date, thore is one drill hole, UE 25 P11, that is

thought to have reached the Tertiary-Paleozoic contact 
and is

interpreted to be a detachment surface. This was at a depth of

approximately 1,800 meters. If the most likely depth for

the detachment is 4 kmnin the north and 1 km in the south, it

is unlikely that the presently proposed drilling progruawwould

penetrate this detachment. It is also a very expensive vay to

try to demonstrate the non-existence of a detachment. It

would seem that a more prudent expenditure of funds would be to

do additional geophysics first.

On page 1-2, in the last paragraph, element $2 proposes toi
.- . t. .:-

trace detachment faults in the subsurface towards and belaY a

Yucca Mountain using geophysical methods. This technique hak

not been effectively demonstrated to date for this 
purpose

anywhere else in the immediate site area. * 11onotheless, the

question is not the lateral extent of detachment faulting, but

16



whether detachment faulting (or thrust faulting) exists

beneath Yucca Mountain and whether it is active.

4t13 7

i1r3 g7

On page 1-3, paragraph one, element 14 calls for estimation of

slip rates, direction of displacement, and age of detachment

faults through study of the high angle faults at Yucca

Mountain. This would be an academic exercise at best. The

results would produce minimum numbers. Even if one knows the

absolute values for the fault parameters, tho data cannot be

translated into ground motion since there in little or no

empirical data for earthquakes on detachment or listric faults

in the near field. In addition, the statement is bade in the

last paragraph on page 1-3 that geophysical methods cannot

determine whether a contact is or is not a detachment fault,

nor can they determine its age, slip rate, direction of

displacement, or precise location.

On page 1-3, paragraph one, element 15 calls for an evaluation

of the possibility that there are concealed seismic sources in

the lower detachment plate. This is the only theeent ofthe

study plan that appears to have much immediate practical merit.

However, this element is also equivocal. If there is any,1

evidence, anywhere, for strike slip faulting in the lower

plate of the tietachment, then it2must be assumed to

potentially occur everywhere, particularly under Yucca

17



Mountain. It is unlikely that this proposed study, or any

other study, could demonstrate otherwise.

lo

.i

On page 1-3 (under item 1), the statement is made that 'At each

of these areas, the subsurface continuation of the outcropping

detachment fault(s) projects toward Yucca Mountain." This

statement is not true for the Bullfrog Hill z-Fluorspar Canyon

detachment in the Beatty-Bare Mountain area, which reaches the

surface northwest of Heiklejohn Peak.

On page 1-3, the second paragraph calls for mapping and study

of detachment faults at the surface. Since detachment faulting

is accepted at Calico Hills, Specter Range-Caip Desert Rock,

and Beatty-Bare Mountain, and it is concluded that at each of

these areas the sub-surface continuation projects towards Yucca

Mountain, we question whether this study will provide any now

data of relevance.

on page 1-3, in the third paragraph, elegant. la calls for

tracing of detachment faults in the subsurface using .

geophysical methods. The text goes on to explain th technique

and states that "it might be possible" to trace detachment

faults in the subsurface using geophysics.q we suggest .that a

test be run.ftirst to demonstrate-the viability of the

geophysical techniques for tracing detachment faults before a

major commitment to the further use of geophysics is made.

18
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Item 2) notes considerable uncertainty about the ability of

geophysical methods to resolve shallow subsurface structures.

Although this statement relates to studies 8.3.1.17.4.7 and

8.3.1.17.4.3 it is critical to the goals of this study, and

therefore needs much more discussion and justification.

Subsurface data is critical to resolving the questions

whether surface faults are listric and serge into detachment

faults and whether a gently dipping detachment underlies

Yucca Mountain. Other than an extensive drilling program,

geophysical data is the only way these questions can be

addressed.

On page 1-4, in the first paragraph, element 93 calls for

definition of detachment faults through drilling and zapping.

To date, only one drill hole, UE 25 pil, has penetrated the

Tertiary-Paleozoic contact beneath Yucca Mountain. The data as

to whether this was a detachment fault was equivocal. It is

unlikely that other drilling would produce any bettor results.

In addition, if the detachment fault in at.& depth of 4 km a=

suggested by Young and Stirewalt (1990) it itmpnlikely that the

surface would be reached by any of the presently. propoiid drill

holes. It should also be noted that the reference to Carr and

others (1986) is not included in the reference list.

On page 1-4, under Item 3), balanced cross sections cannot

prove the existence of anything; they can infer the existence
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of detachments based upon assumptions and on surface data.

However, cross sections cannot even be said to be balanced

unless the slip vector of the faults (poorly known in this

case) lies within the place of the section. Balanced cross

sections represent an opinion, not a statement 
of fact.

On page 1-4, the results from Item 4) will be based upon 
the

opinion(s) or judgment~s) obtained in Item 3), and can only

represent a Jimiting case, if all assumptions, opinions, and

judgments are correct.

On page 1-4, the results from Item 5) will 
be based upon an

opinion or judgment as to whether detachment 
faults and

strike-slip faults are linked in the subsurface. Establishing

this connection is not discussed as part 
of Study 8.3.1.17.4.5

(it is listed as the responsibility of Study 8.3.1.17.4.3),

although it is critical to the goals of this 
study.

On page 1-5, Itex (6) discunsea whether detachment faults 
are

active at shallow or steep dips. This isnnot an'either/or. i^

proposition. Some detachments faults may be active as shallow

faults, others active as steep faults. No one opinion is

likely to be correct, and therefore, one cannot expect a . A?

determination based upon correctness of opinion.. Bow can*-

constraints on these two views be obtained from the

20



Bare Mountain-Bullfrog area? The.statement in the text is

unacceptably vague.

6 1-

On page 1-5 and 1-6 section 1, the purpose and objectives of

the study section completely ignores the possibility of older

detachment faults in the subsurface that say predate the

surface faults. Cdn we safely ignore their possible

scismogenic potential, especially if stress fields have changed

orientation and magnitude in the recent past?

Also on page 1-5, under section 1, in regards to the first key

question, there is no definition of what constitutes a

"significant earthquake source". On page 1-4, paragraph #4,

second sentence, hypothesizes that the steep faults (e.g. Windy

Wash, Solitario Canyon, Ghost Dance, Bow Ridge, Paintbrush

Canyon and Stagecoach Road) flatten out to gentle westward dips

and merge with subjacent detachment faults(s). Tta State fools

that this Is a valid hypothesis that must be considered unless

there is positive evidence to the contrary. Sinco the Windy

Wash and Solitario Canyon faults show evidence4,f possiblo

Holocene activity, and the other faults are 1ikely to be

generically related, then by regulatory definition the root

detachment is also active. Since the Solitarlo Canyon and

Bow Ridge faults essentially define the proposed

repository boundary, and the Ghost Dance fault in within the

proposed repository boundary, the subjacent detachment fault is

21



by technical definition a near field seismic source. That

relationship alone qualifies the subjacent detachb-nt fault

beneath Yucca Mountain as a "significant earthquake source." '

1q60

on page 1-6, in the last paragraph, studies of petrologic and

other indicators of tire-depth histories are listed among

methods to be used in this study to acquire the necessary data,

yet no mention is given of such a study activity.

____

.,4

on page 2-1, Section 2 discusses the study rationale. Why ar&

studies of surface exposures of detachment faults in areas

proximal to Yucca Mountain restricted to (a) Calico Hills, (b)

Specter Range-camp Desert Rock, and (c) Bare Mountain?

Detailed mapping of low-angle faults in the Mine Mountain area

(Cole et. al., 1990) documented previously-unrecognized

detachment faulting within the Paleozoic section, and

constrained its age relative to the Tertiary volcanic rocks in

byhe age>. Cole at. al. (1990) interpreted thiz faulting to be

top to the southwest, so the upper plate was transported toward

the Calico "Hills and Yucca Mountain. Cole et. al. 1990, also

identified small gravity slide blocks in tho.*Bsoutha]n !RlO&M

Range. It is not known whether there is large-scale detachment

faulting in this area as well. Drilling currently underway as

part of the Environmental Restoration Program at.NFS will-

probably constrain interpretations of detachment faulting in

mm
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the Yucca Flat area. All of these areas are within the 100 km

radius of Yucca Mountain mentioned in the Study Plan.

.4.�eg

On page 2-2, 3rd paragraph, the 3rd sentence states that

earthquakes on major faults within 100 Em of the site could

adversely affect regional groundwater flow systems, and also

should be taken into account in siting and design of

facilities at the site. We agree. However, if the regional

groundwater flow system is adversely affected by an

earthquake, how does the DOE propose to accommodate the

potential effects in the design?

On page 2-2 the last paragraph on the page indicates that the

study needs to (1) identify the detachment faults, (2) age of

detachment faults in the subsurface, (3) geometry of detachment

fault surfaces, and (4) identification of possible strike-slip

faults concealed below detachments. There is nothing in this

document that demonstrates that 2, 3, and 4 can be

accomplished. R

On page 2-3, Section 2.1 discusses the progr"sto Evaluate the

significance of the Miocene-Paleozoic contact in the Calico

Hills area to detachment faulting within the site.areaU. Why

are the studies in the Calico Hills confined to the

Miocene-Paleozoic contact? There is a distinct possibility

that there are low-angle faults within the Paleozoic rocks at
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the Calico Hills. If so, these faults should also be studied

for age of motion, sense of notion, etc. Rocks of the Eleana

Formation identified in drillhole UE25a-3 are described as

quartzose siltstones, calcareous siltstones and

recrystallized limestones, with detritai grains that are

dominantly monocrystalline quartz. This is characteristic of

the upper part of "unit j" of the Eleana, i.e., the highest

part of the Eleana (Poole et.al., 1961). However, surface

exposures of the Eleana near the drill sito are reported to

include turbidites comprising chert litharenites, which are

typical of the lower parts of the Eloana (Poole et.al., 1961).

These relationships suggest that there is faulting within the

Eleana, and that such faulting intersects the ground surface in

the Calico Hills.

eg.�1-41

On page 2-3, section 2.1.1 states that if the Hiocene-Paleozoic

contact is tectonic then mapping may provide information on

the age and rate of fault movement. Specifically how will

mapping provide information on the age and rate of fault

movement?- No mention is made here or in section :311 of '

limiting ages of dateable deposits or of kinematic-indicators

or of kinematic studies. Also, how will the study

determine if these suspected detachments have been active

during the Quaternary, and if so, establish their nature,

displacement rates, and locations?
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On page 2-6, Section 2.3 contains a non sequitur. If breccias

crop out above, or are intercalated within, Miocene volcanic

rocks beneath Crater Flat, how can they have any relationship

to Quaternary faulting?

On page 2-7, under Section 2.4, why are the studies in the

Spccter Range and Camp Desert Rock areas confined to the

Miocene-Paloozoic contact? There is evidence to suggest that

there are low-angle faults throughout the Paleozoic section.

Such faulting has been documented in the Mine Mountain area

(Cole et.al., 1990), and probably also occurs in the Calico

Hills area (see above).

On page 2-8, under section 2.4.2, the Study Plan needs to be

expanded to explain why the stratigraphy of Oligoceno and

Miocene strata will be studied in areas such as the Funeral and

Grapevine Mts.

On pages 2-8 and 2-9, Section 2.5.1 fails to adequately explain

how dating studies alone will give rates of uplift, or pressure

and temperature information. What other data are being alluded

to relative to pressures and temperatures?

On page 3-1, Section 3.1.1, 2nd paragraph states that the

geologic map "will also show the nature of the contact and, if

the contact proves to be a fault, the relative age, attitude,
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and approximate direction and maximum/mininum rate of

movement". The study plan fails to explain how these

parameters will be determined.

'Ittz

.:2yz )

On page 3-2, section 3.1.3 outlines the quality assurance

requirements for Activity 8.3.1.17.4.5. This paragraph is

subsequently referenced in the other four Activity QA

descriptions on pages 3-4 through 3-12. Given that somewhere

betv'en 25% (Activity 5) and 75% (Activity 1) of the planned

work had been completed at the time the study plan was issued,

how will these QA requirements be applied? Since the authors

of this Study Plan and for the most part those who were

responsible for the already completed work are no longer

affiliated with the project, what provisions are in place to

deal with repeating any of the work that fails to be qualified

under the as yet to be issued Quality Assurance requirements?

What is the status of the Yucca Mountain Project QA Grading

rcport relntive to this study plan?

On page 3-3, under section 3.1.5, the plan states that the s...

contact will be classified as either an extensional fault or a

detachment fault..." Is this a misprint? If this was intended

to say "contractional" fault, elaborate on how the distinction

will be made. If this is really what is meant, explain what is

the distinction between extensional fault and detachment fault
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contacts? What criteria will be used to classify a fault

contact as one or the other?

On page 3-4, under section 3.2, how will this study "establish

the ... age and displacement rate of the detachment faults along

the south edge of the Bullfrog Hills"? What methods are to be,4� �3
used and what reasoning will be employed?

J944

On page 3-7, Scction 3.3.1 regarding the general approac-h to

evaluating the relationship of breccia to detachment faulting.

How will evaluation of the megabreccia lead to an understanding

of the nature of fragmentation? What specific criteria will be

used to identify this? What internal character is held to be

important? What about the nature of fragmentation, nature of

contacts, etc, which is diagnostic of origin, and why? The

distinction between gravity slide masses and the upper plate(s)

of detachments is an important one for purposes of this

study, hut that distinction will not he :o-nv n-ne to mtke.

On page 3-7, under Section 3.3.5, how will the determination be

made as to whether the process of breccia formation may have

been continued into Quaternary time? How will gravity slide

masses be identified?

On page 3-8, under Section 3.4, it is already known that the

basal contact of the Horse Spring unit in the Specter Range and
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Camp Desert Rock areas is tectonic. How will the age of

movement be determined? How will the direction and amount of

displacement (extension), and the rate of movement be

determined?

On page 3-9, under Section 3.4.1, the internal stratigraphy,

structure, provenance, and age of the Horse Spring Formation ir.

the Specter Range and Camp Desert Rock areas are already known

(sce 'Myers abstract and paper in press). Eithrr

younger-over-older or older-over-younger age relationships may

characterize detachment faults! All potential low-angle fault

contacts should be investigated. The direction and sense of

motion on low-angle faults is not mentioned. Presumably,

determining this will be part of this study.

On page 3-12, under Section 3.5.8, no evidence is given that

ages generated by this study are likely to be representative

for the mincrals and the areas from which the minerals were

collected. The text acknowledges existing radiometric dates

from these complex areas are confusing and contradictory, thus

uncertainties will likely remain high.
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Responses to General Comments:

1. Study plans are not meant to be historical documents in the
sense that they record the evolution of thinking that takes
place during the progress of the project. DOE will consider
all reasonable and viable interpretations of the structural
geometries and structural history of the Yucca Mountain area
during data analysis. The activities identified by the
authors of the study plan were intended to test valid
hypotheses, not demonstrate pre-established interpretations.

2. This study is restricted to a description of a surface-based
data collection program. Drilling and geophysical data
collection will be conducted under other studies.
Integration of all of these data win be conducted under
synthesis studies such as 8.3.1.17.4.12 (Tectonic Models and
Synthesis).

3. This study does not claim to provide all the information that
could possibly be gathered to verify the presence or absence
of detachments beneath Yucca Mountain. It will generate data
to evaluate the presence of detachment faults in the
immediate vicinity of Yucca Mountain: The distribution and
timing of detachment faulting are needed to determine the
presence of, and tectonic activity on, detachment faults
beneath Yucca Mountain.

4. Previously inferred detachment faults in the vicinity of
Yucca Mountain must be examined during this investigation.
However, studies will also be conducted in any other areas
judged to be important to the evaluation of potential
detachment faults at or proximal to Yucca Mountain.

Responses to SDecific Comments:

5. Study plans arer not meant to be historical documents in thie
sense that they record the evolution of thinking that takes
place during the progress of the project. Consequently,
reference lists are not updated to incorporate new
information that appears in the literature that may be
relevant to any particular study. The activities identified
by the authors of the study Plan were intended to test valid
hypotheses, not demonstrate pre-established interpretations.
The quality assurance program is applicable to the work
conducted under this study. There is also a data
qualification process for work conducted prior to DOE
approval of the quality assurance program.

6. The maximum probable earthquake size is one parameter that is
important to performance of a potential repository. The
amount of displacement in a given earthquake is important to
performance if the fault crosses the proposed repository
area. The location of potential surface ruptures relative to
the location of facilities important to safety is another



important parameter. Evaluation of these parameters for the
purpose of seismic hazard analysis is-the responsibility of
SCP Study 8.3.1.17.3.1 (Relevant Earthquake Sources). Any
parameters obtained in the course of this study will be
integrated by the seismic hazard analysis.

7. Information on fault segmentation and possible
interconnection can be derived from surface data, and need
not necessarily come from subsurface data as stated in the
comment (see, for example, Knuepfer, 1988; dePolo and
Slemmons, 1990). Nevertheless, interpretations based on
surficial data will be calibrated by collateral subsurface
study in 8.3.1.17.4.7 (Subsurface Geometry and Concealed
Extensions of Quaternary Faults), 8.3.1.17.4.3 (Quaternary
Faulting within 100 km of Yucca Mountain), and 8.3.1.4.2.2
(Structural Features in the Site Area).

4. In the contr;l portion Or thn Wit.l): r lmne the cnnt.act . :t tle
base of the Tertiary volcanic sequence is known to be a
position where detachment faults have formed (Hardyman and
Oldow, 1990). Anywhere in the Yucca Mountain region that
this contact is exposed is an area that requires careful
investigation to determine the presence or absence of
detachment faults. Both Tertiary ard Paleozoic sections will
be examined. If there is a detachment fault under Yucca
Mountain then the Calico Hills is the logical place to look
for a potential breakaway.

9. The terminology in the study plan text should be consistent
with published maps, and the criticism is accepted.
However, study plans are planning documents and are not meant
to be historical documents in the sense that they record the
evolution of thinking that takes place during the progress of
the project. Therefore, it does not seem appropriate to
change the study plan to reflect the results of mappinq
completed as part of the steudy. Evaluation of postulated
detachments provides information on timing, distribution, and
direction of transport that is unavailable from previous
maps.

10. The purpose of Activity 8.3.1.17.4.5.4 (Evaluate postulated
detachment faults in the Specter Range and Camp Desert Rock
areas) is first to verify the previous geologic
interpretations-of detachment faults in the Specter Range and
Camp Desert Rock Areas, and second, (if the detachment faults
are verified) to evaluate those faults and their potential
for Quaternary activity. This work is not necessarily
completed, a hypothesis has been made but it still needs to
be tested.

11. The question of when detachments were initiated is directly
related to whether they might still be active. It is obvious
that a young fault is much more likely to be active than an
old one. If radiometric ages can constrain the age of



detachment faults, they bear directly on the question of
whether a fault is potentially active. In addition, the NRC
requires a thorough understanding of the geology of the site.
It is reasonable to conclude that this understanding should
include the age of detachment faulting.

12. The analysis of offset across all faults will employ standard
geologic and geometric techniques. All planar and linear
features that can be identified in the field will be used to
constrain the amount and sense of offset across mapped
faults. It is recognized that the available data may not,
and probably will not, allow a complete determination of the
net slip on the faults. However, for the purposes of this
study it is not necessary to know the net .slip on the faults.
Any kinematic indicators that are present, such as grooves or
mineral lineations on the fault surfaces, secondary
fracturing and/or mineralogic features near faults, will be
mcas-ircd and revaluated.

13. Additional interest is expressed in radiometric dating even
though Comment 11 states that such measurements are of
academic interest only. The material on page 1-1 is not the
proper place for an exhaustive discussion of radiometric
dating techniques or associated uncertainties in calculated
slip rates. However, pages 3-10 and 3-11 describe the use of
fission-track dating and conventional K-Ar or 40Ar/3'Ar
techniques. There are many other techniques that could be
brought to bear, but a complete description of all that could
be brought to bear would be onerous. This is brought out in
the last paragraph of Section 3.5.1. It is not always
possible to know in advance which technique will need to be
applied. With respect to slip rates, uncertainties may
depend entirely on how well the ages of units that cut and
overlap faults can be bracketed.

'14. Most of the activities in this study rely on high quality
geologic mapping as the basis for drawing conclusions about
detachment faults. Geologic data collected during this study
will allow constraints to be placed on the geometric history
of any detachment faults found in the area. Although this
study alone cannot prove the existence or lack of detachments
under Yucca Mountain, it will provide the geologic basis for
reasonable interpretations to be made.

15. It is true that critical areas may require mapping that is
too detailed for a scale of 1:24,000. All geologic mapping
conducted as part of this study is done at a scale of
1:12,000 and later compiled at 1:24,000 scale.

16. Mapping in other portions of western Nevada, principally the
central Walker Lane, has shown that the Paleozoic/Cenozoic
contact is a common stratigraphic position for the
localization of detachment faults. Consequently, this



horizon has been emphasized in the study. However, other
portions of the stratigraphic section will also be
investigated as necessary.

17. The importance of faults to the seismic hazard at a
particular site decreases with increasing distance from the
site. Accordingly, this study focuses on faults closer to
the site to evaluate those which pose the most potential
seismic hazard. Identification of additional potential
active faults is the collateral responsibility of
8.3.1.17.4.3 (Quaternary Faulting within 100 km of Yucca
Mountain), 8.3.1.17.4.6 (Quaternary.Faulting-in the Site
Area), and 8.3.1.17.4.12 (Tectonic Models and Synthesis).
Although it would be of great academic interest to study
every detachment fault in southern Nevada and California, we
are limited by the need to study Yucca Mountain.

i8. r)urin9 the course of the study, data of independent
investigators will be reviewed and acted upon to the extent
necessary to achieve the goals of the study. However, it is
outside the responsibility of the study plan to predict all
such potential modifications. It is in our interest to
communicate with outside investig'-ors so as not to duplicate
efforts.

19. There is a fairly standard set of criteria that is used to
differentiate between different types of breccias. These
criteria include the size, shape and distribution of clasts,
the mineralogy and texture of the matrix and the overall
geometry and distribution of the breccia unit itself. It is
also well known that these criteria are not conclusive in all
cases, especially when dealing with subsurface data.
Interpretations will be based on all of the data collected
under the study and that which is relevant from other
studies. The breccia deposits can only be related to
detachment faulting in terms of timing. The breccias
indicate periods of topographic instability which may be
caused by tectonic deformation.

20. Fission-track dating is extremely useful in measuring elapsed
time since a mineral cooled through its annealing
temperature. As such, it is ideally applied to rocks with
complex cooling histories. The 40Ar/"Ar technique is
discussed on pages 3-10 and 3-11 and is to be applied to
crystalline rocks. As the comment points out, this technique
is ideally applied to rocks with complex cooling histories,
and the study plan will be modified slightly to reflect
current plans.



21. On a bullet-by-bullet basis:

1. Detachments will be studied wherever they should occur.
However, a surface-based study will be unable to address
detachment faults deep in the basement rocks. Deep
subsurface structures will be evaluated by geophysical
methods performed as part of other studies. The text
will be modified to make this clearer.

2. Petrologic studies are explicitly mentioned in
Section 2.5.1.

3. Gaobarometry coupled with isotopic ages can give direct
information on uplift histories. P-T-t.histories will be
used, as appropriate, to directly constrain uplift rates
by assuming a range of reasonable geothermal gradients.

4. This document is not a treatise on the '0A;./'1Ar method.

5. It is stated throughout the study plan that
geochronologic methods brought to bear on
cross-cutting relationships as well as thermochronologic
studies of the footwall of detachment faults will be used
to constrain the history of faulting.

6. Timing of fault displacement can only be bracketed by the
age of units that predate and postdate the faulting
event. The age of volcanic units in the Southwest Nevada
Volcanic Field is well documented.

7. The study plan addresses the possibility of strike-slip
faults that may be concealed beneath the upper plates of
detachment faults, but to determine the potential linkage
of such a configuration is beyond the capability of this
sLudy. Unless the linkage is exposed at the surface it
will be up to other studies such as 8.3.1.17.4.12
(Tectonic Models and Synthesis) to bear this out.

22. The determination of the subsurface extensions of detachment
faults is beyond the scope of this study. This problem will
be addressed in Study 8.3.1.17.4.7 (Subsurface Geometry and
Concealed Extension of Quaternary Faults at Yucca Mountain"
and the integrated geophysics program.

23. It is unclear from this comment what the "rash of
uninterpretable ages is." No information or reference is
provided to support such a statement. No information is
provided as to what isotopic system(s) was employed. No
support was provided for the statement that fission-track
ages are difficult to interpret.

In general, this comment seems to contradict Comment 20. In
that comment, '0Ar/39Ar thermochronology was mentioned as a
powerful tool, whereas in this comment the review seems



skeptical of the utility of all thermochronologic methods.
The 'cAr/3,Ar technique will be employed to evaluate the
thermal history of the footwall of detachment faults. Even
if one is skeptical of methods of thermal history
determination, age gradients in "0Ar/3'Ar age spectra can be
interpreted to infer the maximum age of closure (uplift of
the footwall). Isotopic dating techniques will also be
applied to less complicated systems where the ages reflect
crystallization. In such cases, the ages will constrain the
faulting and slip rates on the basis of stratigraphic and
cross-cutting relationships.

Nowhere in the study plan has it been stated that
thermochronologic techniques will be treated in a "routine"
fashion. Finally, argon is not "retained from . . .
metamorphic events," it is retained in spite of them.

24. DOE agrees that the sequence of activities is reasonable.

25. This study will provide data that will be used to address
questions of three-dimensional geometry and kinematics. For
instance, geometric relations between the Flourspar Canyon,
low-angle normal fault, and faults cutting the volcanics of
the upper plate will be studied in detail north of Bare
Mountain. These studies may provide important insights for
resolving some of the questions posed in this comment. But,
clearly, the data will not resolve these questions beyond
some degree of uncertainty. The closely spaced drillholes
proposed in this comment are not required to meet regulatory
requirements, and beyond that, they probably would not
provide answers to the questions proposed by the state in any
case.

Since this comment bears upon the general topic of
uncertainty, it is thelpful to revisit just how important
certainty is with respect to evolvind a specific tectonic
model. The DOE agreed with Recommendation 3 in the Nuclear
Waste Technical Review Board's (NWTRB) Third Report to
Congress (May 1991, p. E.7) wherein the NWTRb proferred,
"Formulation of a specific tectonic model, acceptable with a
high degree of confidence, 3hould not be viewed as a
prerequisite to site suitability or to ensuing public safety
and environmental protection."

26. Conduct of the requisite geophysical surveys is the
collateral responsibility of Studies 8.3.1.4.2.1
(Characterization of the Vertical and Lateral Distribution of
Stratigraphic Units within the Site Area), 8.3.1.17.4.3, and
8.3.1.17.4.7. Interpretation and implementation of the
results of those surveys is the collateral responsibility of
Study 8.3.1.17.4.12 (Tectonic Models and Synthesis).



27. Determination of possible needs for additional work that are
suggested by the results of data-gathering studies is a
responsibility of 8.3.1.17.4.12 (Tectonic Models and
Synthesis). These determinations will be transmitted to the
detachment fault study as part of regular interaction.

28. DOE acknowledges that the state has made several good points.
The view of the DOE is that all credible interpretations of
the data coming out of the study will be considered. We
recognize that the NRC will be interested in credible
alternative interpretations and a comprehensive review of all
available data. It should be pointed out that
Study 8.3.1.17.4.5 is not assigned to collect these data.
Any views, opinions or interpretations expressed by those
authors will not be advanced without confirming data.

29. These studies are important and interesting and will
:ertainly be considtleri during the evaluation of d>;
collected during this study. The principal investigator
conducts periodic consultations with Jim Cole and the DOE's
Environmental Restoration project at the Nevada Test Site.
Field trips to the Calico Hills and Mine Mountain areas have
been attended by both Yucca Mountain and Environmental
Restoration project personnel.

30. The project's work authorization takes place on a fiscal year
basis using the Planning and Control System (PACS). In light
of the publication of a number of the map products identified
in the study plan (Figure 5-1), the schedule of map products
has been revised. The reason for the revision is to not
duplicate previous mapping efforts and to provide greater
geologic detail in critical areas. Geologic mapping
activities will prepare 1:12,000 scale maps that will be
compiled into 1:24,000 scale maps of the following
quadra nics: East of Beattv Mountain, Big Dnrie, and Beatty
Houn;ta . The Crater Flat auadrangle has already been mapped
by the State. These quadrangle n.aps will provide knowledge
of the geology and structure in the vicinity of Yucca
Mountain. This information is important to interpretations
of detachment structures.

31. The comment is correct. The text will be modified to make
the definition clearer. However, the potential hazard from
active detachment faults is discussed in the last sentence on
page 1-1.

32. It is not likely that thrust faults will be active in the
present-day extensional regime around Yucca Mountain. Thus,
the important question regarding thrust faults is whether
they have been reactivated as extensional faults. The study
plan was not intended to evaluate thrust faults. However,



where thrust faults are in close proximity to the detachment
faults under evaluation, those thru'st faults will also be
examined. This will be done at the Calico Hills and at
northern Bare Mountain.

33. The study is intended to yield information on the current dip
and uplift history, and the activity status of potential
detachment faults. This information will bear on the dispute
by giving insight on the dip of detachment faults while
active. The study is also designed to yield information on
the presence and geometry of detachment faults beneath Yucca
Mountain, as discussed on page 1-3. Estimation of the effect
on performance is the responsibility of another study.

34. Study plans are not meant to be historical documents in the
sense that they record the evolution of thinking that takes
place during the proaress of the project. Consequently,
reference lists are not updatcd to Prorporr'e the final
publication date of in-press references that may be relevant
to any particular study. To date, the two "in-press
references (Fox and others and Meyers and others) have not
been published. These references will be dropped from the
reference list in the revision to the study plan that is now
underway.

35. The paragraph referenced in the comment lists seven elements
in the study, including geophysics and drilling. These
elements are intended as multiple lines of evidence
addressing the detachment fault question, which will be used
to calibrate and test each other. Drilling is not intended
to replace geophysics in any way.

36. The lateral extent of potential detachment faulting beneath
Yucca Mountain is indeed significant to seismic hazard
evaluation because it affects the area of potential rupture.
In addition, the evaluation of lateral extent may Indicate
potential additional sites for surface investigation.
Finally, the referenced passage on page 1-2 states that
resolving the presence of detachment faults below Yucca
Mountain is a goal of the geophysics activity, although the
comment implies that it is not.

37. The comment is correct in the sense that it is beyond the
objectives oL.this study to firmly establish thei referenced
parameters; integration of these data to the detachment fault
model is covered under Study 8.3.1.17.4.12. However, Study
8.3.1.17.4.5 will produce data that will allow constrained
estimates to be made in areas where detachment faults can be
mapped at the surface.



38. The problem of characterizing potential strike slip faulting
in the lower plate of a detachment fault is really a two-part
problem. Identifying detachment faults is the first part of
the problem and will be handled in this study. Identifying
strike slip faults that could be active and in the lower
plate of a detachment fault is the second part and will be
handled by other studies, such as 8.3.1.17.4.3 (Quaternary
Faulting within 100 km of Yucca Mountain, Including the
Walker Lane) and 8.3.1.17.4.4 (Quaternary Faulting Proximal
to the Site within Northeast Trending Fault Zones).
Integration of these activities and evaluation of concealed
strike-slip faults will be addressed by 8.3.117.4.12
(Tectonic Models and Synthesis).

39. The state's comment is well taken. Appropriate revisions
will be made to the study plan.

40. In order to support licensing of a potential repository, only
data collected under an approved quality assurance program
may be used. Work conducted under this study plan will
provide more detailed geologic mapping over a wider area than
was previously available. Past work is in need of
reevaluation as a result of ongoing work and a better
knowledge of the geology of the area. The only duplication
of effort is the remapping of areas at larger scale which
provides greater detail with which to make more comprehensive
interpretations.

41. No geophysical data will be gathered under this study. This
study is intended to evaluate surface expressions of possible
detachments. Since the gathering of geophysical data is a
collateral responsibility of other studies, it is outside of
the scope of this study plan to define how those studies will
acquire or calibrate those data. However, the use of
multiple lines of evidence in this study is intended as a
test or calibration of qeophysical methods. It should be
noted that a geophysical survey across Yucca Mountain is
proposed as part of Study 8.3.1.4.2.1, the results of which
will be applied in the present study.

42. The state's comment is well taken. Appropriate revisions
will be made to the study plan.

43. Drilling is only one method that is proposed to assist in the
delineation of potential detachment faults. It will probably
not be definitive by itself, but it may assist in the
interpretation of other data. No drilling will be conducted
specifically in support of this study.

The missing reference is: Carr, M.D., Wadell, S.J., Vick,
G.S., Stock, J.M., Monsen, S.A., Harris, A.G., Cork, B.W.,
and Byers, F.M., Jr., 1986, Geology of Drillhole UE25p#l: A
Test Hole into Pre-Tertiary Rocks near Yucca Mountain,



Southern Nevada: U.S. Geological Survey Open-File Report
86-175, 87 p. This reference will be added to the reference
section in the revision that is being undertaken.

44. The study plan does not say that balanced cross sections can
prove the existence of a detachment fault. A revision to the
effect that detachment has been, rather than can be
postulated will be made. The sentence is then followed by
citation of a published example.

45. Item 4 on page 1-4 is only meant to provide an example of one
possible way to interpret and integrate data.- Clearly such
an interpretation would he based on a number of assumptions
and judgments. The kinds of data cited in *item 4 are not
collected by this study.

46. It is not clear what is meant by "linked in the subsurface"?
if a strik:- slip fault exists below a detachment under YUCocca
Mountain, then it represents a potential seismic source that
needs to be evaluated. The connection between detachment
faults and strike-slip faults may be evaluated through
detailed geologic mapping in the vicinity of postulated
detachments.

47. The state's comment is well taken. Appropriate revisions
will be made to the study plan.

48. The referenced section on purpose and objectives of the study
includes the evaluation of the potential for concealed
seismic sources beneath detachment faults, which could be
concealed older detachment faults. Their detection should
best be accomplished by geophysical exploration.

49. The hypothesis suggested by this comment is under active
consideration as part of Study 8.3.1.17.4.5. If it is
determined that a deLachment fault exists under Yucca
Mountain then it will be considered along with other seismic
sources under 8.3.1.17.3.1 (Relevant Earthquake Sources).

50. Petrologic studies will be conducted to support the
investigation of the P-T-t paths of rocks from the footwall
of detachment faults, as implied in Section 2.5.1.

51. The study is.designed to concentrate on evaluating postulated
detachment faults closest to the site first, as these would
pose the greatest potential seismic hazard to the site.
During the course of the study, data of independent
investigators will be reviewed and acted upon to the extent
necessary to achieve the goals of the study. The work of
Cole and others at Mine Mountain will certainly be taken into
consideration and does not need to be duplicated.



52. Potential changes in design, beyond seismic input, are
outside the scope of this study. Possible changes in the
groundwater flow system due to tectonic processes and events
are investigated under Study 8.3.1.8;.3.2 (Analysis of the
Effects of Tectonic Processes and Events on Local Fracture
Permeability and Effective Porosity). Any potential impacts
on design will be evaluated by appropriate design studies.

53. The text says that the referenced list is the information
required to better understand the detachment faulting process
at Yucca Mountain, and does not promise, or demonstrate, that
this information will all be acquired in this-study. Items 1
and 3 can be accomplished by detailed mapping in the vicinity
of postulated detachment faults. Items 2 and 4 will be
accomplished by integration with other studies.

54. Section 3.1.1, page 3-2, states that the mapping will not be
confined to the M~ocene/PaleczOic contac', but will ales
include other faults or stratigraphic exposures "to whatever
extent is judged necessary to achieve the goals of this
activity." Low-angle faults within both Paleozoic and
Miocene parts of the section are intended to be studied in
detail.

55. Detailed geologic mapping provides information on what
stratigraphic units are affected by faulting and what units
are not affected thereby constraining the age of faulting.
If ages are known and successive stratigraphic units are
differentially offset, then a rate of movement can be
determined. The study plan is not intended to describe in
detail every possible technique that may be used in the field
to study postulated detachments. All reasonable techniques
to achieve the goals of the study will be employed.

5e. r-cclcias crop out stratigraphically above Miocene rocks and
below Oudternary sediments in southern Crater Flat. The
possibility exists that they could be Quaternary in age and
related in some way to Quaternary faulting. Obviously,
breccias intercalated with Miocene rocks are Miocene in age.

57. The methodology for this activity is discussed in more detail
in Sections 3.1.1 and 3.4. Those sections state that mapping
will not be confined exclusively to the Miocene/Paleozoic
contact.

58. The study plan originally intended to compare postulated
detachments with better known detachments in the Funeral and
Grapevine Mountains. Neither time, funding nor personnel is
available to study these academically interesting areas. As
a result, no plans currently exist for such a comparison and
the relevant text will be deleted in the revision to the
study plan.



59. Section 2.5.1 explicitly mentions 'integration of dates with
petrologic and other evidence for pressures and temperatures
of deformation.'' This clearly implies that thermobarometric
studies of lower plate rocks will be integrated with
thermochronology to try to determine P-T-t paths.

60. The paragraph states that the parameters will be obtained if
determinable. Geologic structure and stratigraphy and the
nature of the contact can be determined by standard geologic
mapping. Relative age, attitude and direction of movement
can also be measured using standard geologic mapping
techniques. This is explicitly stated in Section 3.1.2 and
in Table 3-1 and described in detail in USGS's Technical
Procedure GP-01.

61. The study plan greatly over-estimated the percent of work
completed at the time the plan was %-:itten. DOE is committed
to qualifying all data that will be used in a potential
license application. If the work previously done is found to
be needed for licensing, then it will be qualified under
established QA procedures. The grading report for this study
plan has been issued (document ACS-G1232845-1, RO). The
grading report does not exempt any part of the study plan
from the Quality Assurance program.

62. The term "extensional fault" will be changed to "high-angle
normal fault" in the revision that is currently underway.
The difference between a high-angle normal fault and a
detachment fault is the angle of the fault plane as measured
from the horizontal in a direction perpendicular to strike.

63. Section 3.2.1 describes the approach to be taken and Section
3.2.2-3.2.9 discusses the methods to be applied.

64. Section 3.3.2 states that the methods to be used include
qeologic observation, description and interpretation.
Implicit in these methods are determination of geometry,
distribution, volume, and source areas for breccia deposits;
the size and degree of disaggregation, rounding and sorting
of clasts; and comparison with similar deposits described in
the literature. Section 3.3.1 of the study plan will be
revised to better explain these methods.

65. The breccia deposits are easy to identify where they are
exposed at the surface or in drillholes. Their stratigraphic
position relative to Quaternary deposits is the only way to
constrain their age. The text of the study plan will be
modified for some clarification.

66. It has not been determined that the basal Horse Spring
Formation contact is in fact tectonic. However, if it is
tectonic, then as stated in Section 3.4 on page 3-9, the
internal structure, stratigraphy, provenance, and age of the
Horse Spring Formation and related Tertiary deposits will be



used to attempt to recognize offset datums; these will be'
used to determine the direction and amount of movement. The
relationship of the contact to overlying Quaternary deposits
(whether buried) will be used to attempt to determine the
recency of movement.

67. The Horse Spring Formation has been described previously.
The nature of the contact with Paleozoic rocks will be
evaluated in this study. If the previous interpretation of a
tectonic contact is correct, then the direction and sense of
motion will be determined.

68. It is difficult to predict the degree of uncertainty that may
exist in as yet uncollected data. Every attempt will be made
to collect representative samples and to ensure that mineral
separates are free of the effects of alteration. Extensive
petrographic analysis will be conducted on all samples to
ensure that- only the best samples are used for age
determination. Due to the advances in "0Ar/39Ar
geochronology, this technique will be employed and the less
accurate 1/Ar technique will probably be abandoned. The ages
determined will then be evaluated in light of other geologic
data to determine their reliability.


